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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
This Business Plan sets out the mission and values of Southside Housing Association (SHA),
and our objectives, plans and resources for the 3-year period from 2017/18 to 2019/20. The
Plan takes account of the Scottish Housing Regulator’s “Recommended Practice” on
business planning, published in December 2015.
The Association, its services and achievements
SHA is a community-controlled housing association operating in a number of neighbourhoods
throughout the south side of Glasgow. Our voluntary Management Committee is made up of
local residents, and our housing is community-owned. We employ 74 office-based members
of staff, and a further 37 staff members who work in our communities in concierge, housing
support and direct labour roles. Our annual turnover is in the region of £11.5 million.
First set up in 1971, the Association has built up its current stock of 2,200 homes through
tenement rehabilitation, new build and stock transfer. In addition, we factor 880 privately
owned properties.
Our greatest presence as a landlord is in Pollokshields (including parts of Kingston and
Tradeston), Cardonald and Halfway. These areas account for 90% of our housing, while we
also own housing in Shawlands, Strathbungo, Ibrox, Kinning Park, Langside and Mount
Florida.
The Association delivers a comprehensive range of services, all focused on the needs of our
customers and communities. These services include tenancy and neighbourhood
management; repairs and property management; property development; asset management;
housing support services; concierge; environmental works; income advice; and community
development and support. We work closely with our subsidiary company, Southside
Factoring and Related Services Ltd (SFARS) which provides factoring services on our behalf
and acts as managing agent for a growing portfolio of Mid Market Rent housing.
The Business Plan: Key Highlights
The Management Committee has set the following vision and mission:
Mission
At Southside Housing Association, our mission is to provide quality, affordable homes for those in
housing need and to work with communities and partners to maintain safe and popular
neighbourhoods.
Vision
At Southside Housing Association we care about place and community and we want:
 Our homes to be popular and affordable;
 Our customers to be delighted with the service they receive;
 Our staff to be well trained and highly motivated;
 Strong engagement and participation from the communities we serve.
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The Association’s five strategic objectives for the Business Plan period are:
1) To provide excellent services to SHA’s customers
2) To provide high quality, energy efficient homes
3) To build and /or acquire new homes to meet local need
4) To sustain and support communities
5) To support all of SHA’s activities with sound governance, high ethical standards and
effective financial, administrative and personnel systems
The Business Plan describes in detail the actions we will take to achieve these objectives. A
summary of our main priorities is set out below.
Business Plan Priorities
Housing services delivery and value


Consolidate SHA’s performance on Annual Return on the Charter (ARC) measures where
our performance is generally above the Scottish Average and in the majority of outputs in the
top quartile of all social landlords in Scotland



Improve SHA’s performance in areas where our current performance is below the Scottish
Average and below the top quartile



Rents and charges are affordable to working households



Benchmarking outputs for SHA services outperform national or peer results

Providing high quality, energy efficient homes


Annual investment programme set and delivered



All stock continues to meet the SHQS (taking any opportunities to address stock covered by
exemptions or abeyances)



Invest £11.8m in our tenants’ homes to meet the Energy Efficiency Standard for Social
Housing (EESSH) by 2020, and make progress towards our 2025 target of C+ rating for our
housing stock.

Acquiring and improving tenement properties


Invest £1.4m (50% funding from GCC and a net contribution of £850k from SHA) in improving
recently acquired tenement flats.



Purchase a further 100 privately owned pre-1919 tenement flats with 100% acquisition grant

Building new homes for social rent, shared equity and Mid Market Rent (MMR)


Build 196 homes for social rent over the 3 years at a gross cost of £30.5m and a net cost to
SHA of £12.4m.



Build 23 units for sale (Shared Equity) at a gross cost of £4.4m and projected sales income of
£1.5m.
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Build 96 homes for MMR at a gross cost of £13.8m and a net cost to SHA of £7.7m.

Funding to support business growth


To support development growth, the Association will borrow up to £20m and put a Funding
Plan in place to guide this in 2017.

Sustaining and supporting our communities


Tackle and reduce neighbourhood nuisance in partnership with the police, local authority and
other partners



Continue to invest in neighbourhoods, making sure this complements the work of our partners



New neighbourhood strategies developed for Cardonald, Pollokshields and areas where SHA
has new private acquisition stock



Invest £400k in a new Community Centre for Pollokshields as part of an overall investment of
£2.2m. The Association will also invest £500k in a new Community Park in Halfway as part of
an overall investment of £2.2m.



Provide advice services that have a positive and measurable impact on our customers’
financial circumstances



Contribute to improved property management in private housing through factoring and social
letting

Investing in digital services


Invest £300k in Years 2 and 3 in SHA’s IT systems as part of Digital Service Delivery
Improvements.

The financial projections accompanying the Business Plan confirm that the Association is in a
strong financial position in relation to cash and debt levels, but must also exercise firm control
over income and costs to support the growth elements of the Business Plan. Proactive risk
management, strong financial controls and reporting, and maintaining the confidence of
lenders will all be essential disciplines in pursuing the priorities set out in the Business Plan.
Achieving our Business Plan priorities
Approving the Business Plan is only a starting point, since its ultimate value depends on:


Ownership of the Plan by the Management Committee and Senior Management Team



Regular Management Committee and sub committee reviews of progress and careful
tracking of SHA’s finances and risks



Communicating the Business Plan to the wider staff team, so that every member of
staff is clear about SHA’s priorities and how their own job role contributes to these



Building on SHA’s excellent track record of partnership working.
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The Association will prepare an annual update of the Business Plan, and conduct a
comprehensive review of objectives and strategy every three years. Given the significance of
borrowing within this Plan, a review in the Autumn of 2017, once a Funding Plan has been
concluded is programmed.
In addition, an Internal Management Plan will be prepared annually. This is primarily an
operational document in which each of SHA’s teams reviews its performance and sets out its
priorities for the coming year. The IMP will focus mainly on operational matters, but is tailored
to complement the delivery of the Business Plan.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

This Business Plan sets out Southside Housing Association’s strategy and priorities for
the 3-year period from 2017 to 2020. The Plan describes:

Our vision, mission and values

Our financial plans

The wider context for our work

Our financial viability and resilience in the
short and long term

Our overall strategy and the priority
actions for achieving this

The major risks we need to manage and
how we will do this

1.2

The Business Plan is the foundation for performance management within the
Association, and will inform our relationships with local communities and partner
organisations. The Plan will also be of interest to the Association’s funders and
regulators.

1.3

This year’s Business Plan has been produced at a time of considerable economic and
political uncertainty. Welfare Reform measures continue to present significant risks for
social landlords and their tenants, and uncertainty lies ahead in relation to the
performance of the economy, the UK’s departure from the European Union, the
possibility of a second referendum on Scottish independence, and the outcome of the
2017 local authority elections.

1.4

While the Association cannot control these events, we will monitor their likely impact
closely and do all that we can to preserve the position of the Association and our
tenants. In this regard, the Association’s financial strength, service quality and close
connections with local communities will help ensure our resilience in the face of future
challenges and help us to achieve the strategy and priorities set out in the Business
Plan.
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2.

PROFILE, HISTORY AND ACHIEVEMENTS
Profile of the Association

2.1

The Association operates in a number of neighbourhoods throughout the south side of
Glasgow. Our largest presence is in Pollokshields (including parts of Kingston and
Tradeston), Cardonald and Halfway, which account for 90% of our housing. The other
neighbourhoods where we own housing include Shawlands, Strathbungo, Ibrox,
Kinning Park, Langside and Mount Florida.

2.2

The following graphic gives a quick overview of the Association:

Community controlled housing
association, set up in 1971

2,100 homes for social rent

Subsidiary (SFARS Ltd) manages
factoring service and mid market
rent homes

Registered Social Landlord with
charitable status

Average weekly rent for a 3
apartment home: £86.23

Manages Glasgow Care and
Repair project

12-strong volunteer Management
Committee

Rent increase +2.25% for 16/17

Total annual rental income
2015/16 £8.6m

94 members of staff (55 officebased, plus concierge, housing
support, direct labour staff)

Active developer, also purchasing
tenement flats with GCC support

Operating surplus £878k for
2015/16

Advice and community
development services provided
alongside housing services

Factor for 883 residential
properties

Cash at bank £17.8m at 31.3.17

The Association’s history and achievements
2.3

The Association was formed as Pollokshields Housing Association by 7 local residents
in 1971, and is the second oldest community based housing association in Scotland.

2.4

The Association’s initial remit was to promote the conservation of buildings in the
Pollokshields area and to meet local housing needs, especially the needs of older
people and people experiencing family breakdown. An important early achievement
was creating what was probably the first sheltered housing in Scotland, at Newark
Drive.

2.5

The Association was able to pursue a more ambitious programme from the mid 1970s
onwards, following the establishment of the Housing Corporation, the introduction of
Housing Association Grant (HAG) subsidy, and the development of the Housing Action
Area legislation and methodology. These changes led to the Association undertaking
whole tenement rehabilitation in Kenmure Street and Albert Drive, new build housing in
Melville Street, and additional sheltered housing in Nithsdale Road linked to the
original development in Newark Drive.
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2.6

With the support of Glasgow City Council and the Housing Corporation, the
Association expanded its area of operation in 1988, and was re-named Southside
Housing Association (referred to throughout the Business Plan as “SHA”). SHA carried
out significant tenement refurbishment works along the Pollokshaws Road corridor
from Eglinton Toll into Shawlands, followed by expansion into the neighbourhoods of
Crosshill, Queens Park, Kinning Park and Cardonald.

2.7

Government and GCC funding support for the comprehensive tenement improvement
approach tapered off rapidly from the early 2000s. However, SHA has had a continued
development role in providing new build housing for special and general needs
throughout the 2000s.

2.8

SHA experienced dramatic growth in 2011, more than trebling in size following the
purchase of around 1,450 homes from Glasgow Housing Association (GHA) under the
process known as Second Stage Transfer. As a result, SHA has become a major
housing provider in Cardonald and Craigton, and increased our already significant role
in Pollokshields.

2.9

The following graphic shows a sample of SHA’s major achievements:
Key Achievements


Meeting housing needs in a wide range of neighbourhoods across the south
side of Glasgow



Comprehensive refurbishment of 330 pre-1919 tenement flats in Pollokshields,
Strathbungo and Shawlands



The construction of 380 new homes in neighbourhoods across the south side of
Glasgow



Developing tenant’s homes to the value of £108m over its lifetime.



Winning high levels of support from GHA tenants in ballots to transfer their
homes to SHA (82% of those voting in Halfway, and 89% in both Pollokshields
and Cardonald)



High standards of neighbourhood management, to benefit our customers and
make sure that investment is sustainable for the long-term



Management of more than 2,000 tenancies, with good performance results
across the wide range of housing and maintenance services we provide



High levels of tenant satisfaction with our services



The creation and Increasing use of our own Mobile Estates Teams which carry
out environmental maintenance to high standards, while also providing
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Key Achievements
apprenticeship opportunities for young people in our communities



2.10

Providing a responsive repairs service that is achieving excellent performance
in carrying out repairs within demanding timescales
Delivering on our promises to GHA tenants for investment and more responsive
local services, at the same time managing the organisational and operational
challenges that followed the transfer of more than 1, 450 GHA homes to our
ownership



Setting up our subsidiary organisation Southside Factoring and Related
Services Ltd (SFARS) to provide factoring services, address poor property
standards and management in private sector housing, and manage a growing
portfolio of Mid Market Rented (MMR) housing



Providing Southside residents with a comprehensive welfare rights and financial
support service which in 2016/17 alone helped 1,368 clients to secure more
than £3.79 million of additional income



Offering a wider range of specialist housing support services than any other
local housing association in Glasgow. These services include sheltered
housing; supported furnished flats for BME young single homeless; floating
support services to elderly tenants; and support services for older Asian
women.



Acting as Managing Agent for Glasgow Care and Repair since 1988. This
service provides advice and assistance to older private householders who need
repairs or improvements to their homes, as well as handyperson services and
advice on adaptation works.



Creating community bases created in 7 different locations, providing a focal
point for local people to meet and access services and for the Association’s
growing role in community development and support.

While SHA has many achievements to be proud of, we are also ambitious for the future
of the communities we work in. We will continue to consolidate our existing role and
services, making improvements where these are needed. And we will also undertake
planned and prudent growth that allows us to provide a wider range of housing options
in communities throughout the south side of Glasgow.
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3.

GOVERNANCE AND LEADERSHIP
Governance Model

3.1

SHA is a not for profit Scottish Charity and is registered with the Scottish Housing
Regulator and the Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator. We have one unregistered
subsidiary, Southside Factoring and Related Services Ltd (“SFARS”), which
undertakes commercial activities and services.

3.2

SHA’s Rules describe our permitted objects and are based on the principle of “one
member, one vote”. This ensures that we operate in a democratic manner.

3.3

Members may attend and vote at general meetings, seek election to the Management
Committee (MC), and vote in the election of Committee members.

SHA's Constitution
Community Benefit
Society
Tenants, service users
and others can become
members for £1
Registered Social
Landlord
Registered Charity

SHA is Regulated by
Scottish Housing
Regulator
Scottish Charity
Regulator

SFARS is Regulated by
Glasgow City Council
(compliance with
landlord obligations)
Scottish Government
(factoring services)

Care Inspectorate

Companies House
Financial Conduct
Authority

Management Committee and Structures
3.4

Appendix 1 provides information about the current members of the MC. SHA’s
governance structure is as follows:
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3.5

Sub-committees carry out their role under the authority of the MC, with each subcommittee’s role and delegated authority being described in the Association’s Standing
Orders. The structure enables proper scrutiny of all main business areas, while also
permitting the MC to focus on providing strategic direction and leadership.

3.6

Committee member reviews take place each year, led by the Chairperson. The
purpose of the reviews is to help members reflect on their skills and contribution to the
MC, and identify what future support the Association can provide. A review of the MC
itself is also carried out annually.

3.7

SHA has adopted the SFHA Code of Conduct for committee members and the
SFHA/EVH Code of Conduct for staff. The Codes are supported by a comprehensive
set of SHA governance policies and procedures, to make sure that the Association
meets good practice and regulatory standards.
Subsidiary Company: Southside Factoring and Related Services Ltd (SFARS)

3.8

The Association established SFARS in 2005, principally to manage its factoring role.
More recently, SFARS has played a wider role in addressing other group objectives,
including the management of MMR housing owned by SHA and others, and of private
tenement flats purchased by SHA with funding from GCC.

3.9

SFARS is a company limited by shares and the Association is the sole shareholder. It
has its own Board of Directors, appointed annually by the Association, and produces
its own separately audited financial accounts. SFARS must also obtain the approval of
SHA’s Management Committee for its business plan and annual budget, and comply
with group policies set by SHA. Two members of the Management Committee are also
members of the SFARS Board.
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Senior Management Team
3.10

The members of the Association’s senior management team are:






3.11

Patrick McGrath, Director
Norma Taylor, Head of Housing Support
Mandy Wright, Head of Finance, IT and Factoring
Donna Reilly, Head of Investment and Development
Allan Forfar, Head of Housing Services

All Senior Management Team members are suitably qualified and have a wealth of
service and experience in housing. Further biographical details are provided in
Appendix 1, along with a chart showing the Association’s staffing structure.
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4.

THE ASSOCIATION’S MISSION, VISION AND CORE VALUES

Mission
At Southside Housing Association our mission is to provide quality, affordable homes and to
work with communities and partners to maintain safe and popular neighbourhoods
Vision
At Southside Housing Association we care about place and community and we want:
 Our homes to be popular and affordable;
 Our customers to be delighted with the service they receive;
 Our staff to be well trained and highly motivated;
 Strong engagement and participation from the communities we serve;
Values
Professional


We will act with integrity, we will be impartial in the advice we give and the actions we
take, and we will be reliable and competent in our work.

Responsive


We will be focused on both the needs of the individual customer and the community.

Progressive


We will seek to empower individuals and communities in our work. We will be
proactive in addressing problems and we will tackle inequalities where we find them.
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5.

THE ASSOCIATION’S STRATEGY AND OBJECTIVES

5.1

The Association’s Strategy over the period of the Business Plan may be summarised
as follows:

Strategic Objectives
5.2

This Business Plan is constructed around five strategic objectives that the
Management Committee has set. These are set out in the following table, alongside
the outcomes we are looking to achieve and the main actions we will take.
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Strategic Objectives, Outcomes and Priorities
Strategic Objective

Intended Outcomes

Business Plan Priorities

1) To provide
excellent
services to
SHA’s
customers

High levels of
customer
satisfaction and
service
effectiveness



Consolidate performance on ARC measures where SHA is in the top quartile
of all social landlords in Scotland, including:
 Time taken to complete housing repairs (emergency and non-emergency)
 Completing repairs right first time
 Tenant satisfaction with the home (all tenants) and the standard of the
home when moving in (new tenants)
 Tenant satisfaction with SHA’s management of the neighbourhood
 Tenant satisfaction with being kept informed and with opportunities to
participate



Improve performance on ARC measures where SHA’s current performance is
below the top quartile:
 Tenant satisfaction with SHA’s overall services and with the repairs and
maintenance service
 Tenant satisfaction that rent charged is good value for money
 Repairs appointments kept
 Tenancy sustainment rates
 Rent arrears
 Time to complete medical adaptations
 Time to resolve customer complaints

SHA services
represent value for
money



Achieve continuous improvement in the results obtained from SHA’s own
programme of customer feedback/surveys



Rents and charges are affordable to working households



Benchmarking outputs for SHA services outperform national or peer results



Improvement actions in SHA’s VFM reviews are implemented
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Strategic Objective

Intended Outcomes

2) To provide high
quality, energy
efficient homes

Improved physical
quality of existing
housing stock



Annual investment programme set and delivered



All stock continues to meet the SHQS (taking any opportunities to address
stock covered by exemptions or abeyances)

More affordable
heating costs for
tenants
Increased supply
and improved
quality and choice
of housing in SHA
communities



3) To build and /or
acquire new
homes to meet
local need

Business Plan Priorities




Invest £11.8m in our tenants’ homes to meet the Energy Efficiency Standard
for Social Housing (EESSH) by 2020, and make progress towards our 2025
target of C+ rating for our housing stock.
Ensure continued support from GCC for SHA’s development and acquisition
programmes
Achieve 3-year development programme targets, i.e.:
 build 280 units for social rent, at a gross cost of £30.5m and net cost to
SHA of £12.4m
 build/sell 23 shared equity units, at a gross cost of £4.4m with projected
sales income of £1.5m
 build 96 units for Mid Market Rent (MMR), at a gross cost of £13.8m and
net cost to SHA of £7.7m

4) To sustain and
support
communities

Excellent
Neighbourhood
Management
services



Invest £1.4m (50% funding from GCC and a net contribution of £850k from
SHA) in improving recently acquired tenement flats.



Purchase a further 100 privately owned pre-1919 tenement flats with 100%
acquisition grant



Working with private landlords through SFARS:




 Improve the management and maintenance of 100 homes through social
letting
 Let 100 homes to SHA housing applicants
Improved property management in private housing through factoring and
social letting
Tackle and reduce neighbourhood nuisance in partnership with the police,
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Strategic Objective

Intended Outcomes

Business Plan Priorities
Council enforcement services and Community Safety

5) To support all of
SHA’s activities
with sound
governance,
high ethical
standards and
effective
financial,
administrative
and personnel
systems



SHA investment complements the work of partners at neighbourhood level



New neighbourhood strategies developed for Cardonald, Pollokshields and
areas where SHA has new private acquisition stock

Customers
experiencing
poverty and facing
financial risks
receive the support
they need



SHA advice services (welfare rights, money advice, budgeting and tenancy
support) have a positive and measurable impact on customers’ financial
circumstances



We will seek to be in the top quartile in Scotland for tenancies sustained after
the first 12 months



Tenant rent arrears will be below the Scottish average

Improved local
amenities and
community support
networks



Invest £500k in a new Community Park in Halfway, Cardonald, as part of an
overall investment of £2.2 million



Invest £400k in a new community centre in Pollokshields, as part of an overall
investment of £2.2 million



Maintain a network of well utilised community bases

All aspects of
organisational
management are
efficient and
effective



Committed, well informed and representative Governing Body



Good opportunities for resident participation provided



Strong reputation for fair and impartial policy and practice



Strong financial performance benchmarked against peers, generating healthy
surpluses, and meeting all funders’ covenants and conditions

Sound governance,
financial
management and
risk management



Borrow up to £20 million to support development growth, putting a funding
plan in place to guide this



Growth or diversification opportunities are appraised on the basis of sound
financial information and consider the risks to the existing business and the
interests of SHA customers



Effective risk management practiced in all parts of the business
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Strategic Objective

Intended Outcomes

Business Plan Priorities


Risks of Welfare Reform to SHA’s future income stream managed effectively



Invest £300k pa in Years 2 & 3 in SHA’s IT systems as part of Digital Service
Delivery improvements



SHAs meet all our statutory, regulatory and contractual obligations



SHA achieves high levels of employee satisfaction and has a well trained,
professional and motivated staff team



Equality promoted in all aspects of our work and when we are working with
others.
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Strategic Pressure Points
5.3

The Association’s future strategic direction is defined by our focus on Pollokshields,
North Cardonald, Halfway and other SHA neighbourhoods. Moreover, the Business
Plan clearly demonstrates financial viability over the short, medium and long term.
Accordingly, the Management Committee is not currently planning any fundamental
changes in direction that would require strategic options for the organisation to be
reviewed at this time.

5.4

We will apply options review techniques to specific business areas where impact,
value or risk to the Association need to be appraised in detail. The two main areas
where such consideration is required are the future of our sheltered housing
services and delivering our development strategy.

5.5

We will apply options review techniques to specific business areas where impact,
value or risk to the Association need to be appraised in detail. The two main areas
where such consideration is required are the future of our housing support services
and our development strategy.

5.6

In March 2017 the Association’s Management Committee agreed, in the face of the
withdrawal of Council funding to stop providing sheltered housing in December
2017. A sensitive change management programme to support this decision
involving affected residents, carers, staff and regulations will be underway for much
of 2017/18.

5.7

SHA is also conducting options review work in relation to the future scale and focus
of the development programme, and our intention to grow the property
improvement/management and mid market rent elements of the business. The
Business Plan sets out the strategic evidence in support of our future plans. The
next step is to conduct an in-depth examination of financial capacity and future
treasury strategy to support our ambitions in this area.

5.8

The next step is to conduct an in-depth examination of financial capacity and future
treasury strategy to support our ambitions in this area. This will include
examination of the scheduling of the programme which currently involves a large
volume of activity in the next 3 years, with resulting pressure on the surpluses
needed to meet loan repayments. Achieving cost certainty and control is also a
high priority since early tenders for the St Andrews Drive redevelopment have
involved higher than anticipated pricing.

5.9

Other priorities will also place pressure on the Business Plan, including the cost of
EESSH compliance, catch-up repairs on acquired stock, and planned expenditure
on the Halfway Community Park and the Pollokshields Community Centre.
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6.

THE ASSOCIATION’S COMMUNITIES AND CUSTOMERS
Areas of Operation

6.1

6.2

SHA works across a number of communities in the south side of Glasgow. These
are located in the following postcode areas:
G41: Pollokshields, Shawlands and Strathbungo

G42: Strathbungo, Crosshill and West Govanhill

G43: Pollokshaws and Auldhouse

G44: Mount Florida and Kings Park

G51: Kinning Park, Ibrox and Govan

G52: North Cardonald, Halfway and Craigton

The maps on the following page show the neighbourhoods where the scale of
SHA’s operations is greatest (principally, North Cardonald, Halfway and
Pollokshields).
Population and Households

6.3

Between 2001 and 2011, the rates of change in SHA neighbourhoods varied
considerably:




Shawlands/Strathbungo and Pollokshields West experienced modest growth.
Pollokshields East saw a major surge in both population (15% increase since
2001) and households (22% increase since 2001).
Two neighbourhoods (North Cardonald and Penilee, and Ibrox and Kingston)
each experienced reductions, against the citywide trend.
% Change in Popula on and Households 2001 to 2011 (Census data)
25.0%

23%

20.0%
15%

Popula on

15.0%

Households

10.0%
5%
3%

5.0%

3%
1%

2% 2%

4%
1%
0.0%
-3%
-4%

-5.0%

-5%
-7%

-10.0%
Glasgow (all) Glasgow South Shawlands & Pollokshields Pollokshields
(all)
Strathbungo
West
East

North
Cardonald &
Penilee

Ibrox &
Kingston
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SHA Main Areas of Operation
North Cardonald & Penilee

Pollokshields East

Pollokshields West

Ibrox and Kingston

Shawlands & Strathbungo

Notes
1) Each map shows neighbourhoods as defined
by Glasgow City Council
2) Map source is Google Maps, accessed using
GCC Neighbourhood Profile maps
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6.4

The results of the 2011 Census show that some SHA neighbourhoods have an age
profile that is significantly different from the figures for Glasgow as a whole:
People aged under 16

People aged over 65

Glasgow

Glasgow





16% of population

Higher than citywide average

Higher than citywide average






Pollokshields East (22%)
North Cardonald and Penilee (20%)
Pollokshields West (18%)





6.5

North Cardonald and Penilee (17%)
Pollokshields West (16%)

Lower than citywide average

Lower than citywide average


14% of population




Ibrox and Kingston (12%)
Shawlands and Strathbungo (13%)



Pollokshields East (8%)
Ibrox and Kingston (10%)
Shawlands and Strathbungo (11%)

Following a period of falling population, longer-term forecasts for the city of
Glasgow as a whole1 indicate the following rates of increase over the next 25
years:
Glasgow Population Forecasts 2012 to 2037
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

54%
38%
24%
7%

Total
Population

All
Lone adult People aged
Households households
75+

6.6

These projections mean that Glasgow will need additional housing across a range
of tenures and price levels. Moreover, in-migration to Glasgow is much higher
among 16 to 44 year olds than for other age groups. This helps explain the
continued growth of Glasgow’s private rented sector, which seems likely to continue
in future. These factors are important drivers for SHA’s future strategy, in relation to
the increasing the supply of housing across different housing types and tenures.

6.7

The growth of older households will raise significant challenges for the kind of
housing, care and community support services needed in the future. This is also a
key issue for SHA, in relation to our methods of service delivery and in relation to
partnership working that delivers community-based support services that help older
residents to stay in their own homes.

1

National Records of Scotland, Glasgow City Council Area – Demographic Factsheet (October 2016)
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SHA Tenant Profile 2016/17
AGE (Dec 16: based on age of first named tenant)

HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION (Dec 16: SHA tenant contact information)

ETHNICITY (Dec 16: SHA tenancy records, based on age of first named tenant)

ECONOMIC ACTIVITY (extrapolated from 2016 Tenant Satisfaction Survey)
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6.9

The SHA tenant profile has been compared with the 2011 Census results for the
whole of Glasgow South:
SHA Tenant Profile Data

2011 Census Data
(Glasgow South)

Age 61 to 75: 17%
Age 75 plus: 11.6%

Age 65 plus: 14.1%
Age 75 plus: 6.9%

Single Adult households

66%

42%

Lone parent with child(ren)

16%

9%

Two Adults with child(ren)

11%

13%

Two adults, no children

5%

28%

(first named tenant)
77.4%
9.7%
n/a
n/a

82.5%
Term not used in Census
7.6%
1.7%

27.3%
72.6%

66%
34%

Age Groups
Older People
Household Types

Ethnicity
Ethnicity (selected)
White British or Irish
Asian
Pakistani
Indian
Economic Activity
% economically active
% economically inactive

Deprivation and Inequality in SHA Neighbourhood
6.10

SHA is very aware of the challenges facing many of our customers on a day-to-day
basis as a result of poverty, poor health and other types of inequality. This
knowledge is key to how we shape our services and to the wider work we do to
support our communities.

6.11

The Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) is a tool for identifying areas of
poverty and inequality across Scotland at a small area level. There are 6,976 SIMD
data zones in the whole of Scotland, normally with a population of between 500 and
1,100 people. 30 of these data zones are in in SHA’s areas of operation. The latest
SIMD results were published in August 2016.

6.12

Appendix 4 provides detailed results for the SHA data zones. At an aggregate
level:
 12 of the 30 SHA data zones are ranked in the 20% most deprived in the whole of
Scotland.
 20% or more of people are income deprived in 16 out of the 30 data zones in
SHA’s stock areas.
 20% or more of people are employment deprived in 11 out of 30 data zones in
SHA’s stock areas.
 One in three of the SHA data zones have school attendance rates of 75% or less.
 One in three of the SHA data zones have fewer than 5% of 17 to 21 year olds
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entering full time higher education.
 Over 20% of young people aged 16 to 19 in four SHA data zones are not in
education, employment or training.
6.13

The highest levels of deprivation are found in North Cardonald/Halfway and
Pollokshields:
SIMD Data
Zone

SHA stock locations in this data zone

Overall
SIMD 2016
Rank

North Cardonald/Halfway
S01009813

Moss Heights/Berryknowes

288

S01009851
S01009810

Paisley Road West
Queensland

643
800

S01009812

Swinton/Invergyle

1,093

Pollokshields
S01010033

Maxwell Road

305

S01009876

Maxwell Drive and Oval; St Andrews Crescent and
Drive
Maxwell Drive; Maxwell Grove and Gardens; St
Andrews Crescent and Drive

682

Kenmure St/Lincluden Path/McCulloch Street; St
Andrews Road

874

S01009871
S01009875

810

CODING

5% most deprived in whole of Scotland
10% most deprived
20% most deprived
Community Development and Regeneration in Pollokshields
6.14

St Andrews Drive in Pollokshields has been part of the GoWell research
programme since 2005. GoWell has examined 15 target communities in Glasgow
over a 10-year period, all in the 15% most deprived in Scotland. GoWell’s purpose
has been to investigate the impact of investment in housing, regeneration and
neighbourhood renewal on the health and wellbeing of individuals, families and
communities.

6.15

GoWell findings have been an invaluable source of information in helping the
Association and its partners to understand the profile of the local community and
develop appropriate responses. For example, the following table shows some of
the results from household interviews conducted by GoWell in 2015:
Issue raised with respondents

St Andrews
Drive

All GoWell
Areas

Difficulty paying household fuel bills

40%

20%

Difficulty paying for clothes and shoes

40%

20%

Difficulty paying for food

30%

17%
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Not managing financially

24%

10%

Familiar with other local residents

36%

46%

Local childcare and nurseries rated positively by those
with dependent children

59%

75%

Local youth and leisure services rated positively by
residents

31%

45%

Main meal comes from fast food or takeaway outlet on 2
or more days per week

26%

No moderate physical activity in last week

64%

6.16

SHA has been able to draw on GoWell data, other sources of intelligence and
community development/ participation work, to inform the development of a new
community hub in partnership with the existing community centre in the area, the
Nan Mackay Hall. As well as addressing specific issues such as financial inclusion
and healthy eating, the new community hub will help address wider issues such as
improving social connectivity and building social capital. All of these are significant
issues in St Andrews Drive, as the recent GoWell survey results show.

6.17

The community hub project has recently received funding awards from the Scottish
Government (£550k) and Big Lottery (£1.184 million) and will provide a new facility
that allows local residents to access welfare rights and housing information from the
Association, alongside the health, social and learning opportunities currently
provided by the Nan McKay Hall.
Ethnicity

6.18

Glasgow’s south side has a long tradition of ethnic diversity. This is reflected in
many of SHA’s neighbourhoods, most notably Pollokshields. More recently, there
have been significant increases in people from minority ethnic backgrounds living in
Glasgow, and this is also reflected in SHA neighbourhoods.

6.19

At the time of the 2011 Census, the White British share of Glasgow’s population
was 84.6%. Based on GCC neighbourhood boundaries, the highest and lowest
population shares for White British people in SHA stock areas were as follows:
Highest White British Population Share (%)

Lowest White British Population Share (%)

North Cardonald & Penilee: 92%

Pollokshields East: 43%

Shawlands & Strathbungo: 81%

Pollokshields West: 60%
Ibrox & Kingston: 70%

6.20

For people from other ethnic groups, the 2011 Census provides the following
information:
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People from Minority Ethnic backgrounds as a % of Total Population
(2011 Census)
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Ibrox &
Kingston

North
Pollokshields Pollokshields Shawlands &
Cardonald &
East
West
Strathbungo
Penilee

White-Other

6.21

Pakistani

Indian

Chinese

Glasgow
South

Glasgow

African, Caribbean or Black

The 2011 Census results tell us that:


The Pakistani population was highest in Pollokshields East (38%) and West
(28%), but also above the citywide figure of 3.8% in all other SHA
neighbourhoods with the exception of North Cardonald and Penilee.



Indian people accounted for 1.5% of Glasgow’s population in 2011. In SHA’s
areas, the Indian population was highest in Ibrox and Kingston (5.7%),
Pollokshields East (4.9%) and Pollokshields West (4.3%).



There has been substantial growth in the White-Other ethnic grouping, mainly
migrant workers from eastern Europe. Ibrox and Kingston had the largest
population share of this group in 2011 (5.8%), followed by Shawlands and
Strathbungo (4.5%).



Chinese people made up 1.8% of Glasgow’s population in 2011. All SHA
neighbourhoods were below this level, with the exception of Ibrox and Kingston
(1.9%)



African, Caribbean and Black people accounted for 2.4% of the city’s population
in 2011. In the neighbourhoods served by SHA, the largest proportion of people
from this ethnic group was found in Ibrox and Kingston and Pollokshields East
(both 4.2% of the total population)
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7.

THE LOCAL HOUSING MARKET

7.1

Glasgow has experienced significant housing market changes since the turn of the
century:

Key Housing Market Changes/Factors, 2001 to the Present

7.2



Major changes in the ownership, quality and management of social housing in
Glasgow



Overall reduction in social rented housing, with demolitions of less popular housing
outnumbering additions to the housing stock through new building



Falling house prices and reduced opportunities to access owner occupation, over an
extended period following the 2008 financial crash



Overall reduction in number of owner-occupied homes – particularly in areas where
private landlords have sought to expand



Major growth in private renting – which now accounts for up to one in three homes
in some of SHA’s stock areas



Growth of private renting has created challenges for social landlords in carrying out
common repairs and maintaining good standards of neighbourhood management.

The following graph shows how dwelling numbers in SHA neighbourhoods changed
between 2001 and 2011:

% change in No. of Dwellings by Neighbourhood
(2001 and 2011 Census)
19.40%

20.00%
15.00%
10.00%

4.10%

5.00%

0.80%
0.00%
-2.10%

-5.00%
-10.00%

-7.90%
Ibrox and
Kingston

North Cardonald Pollokshields East
and Penilee

Pollokshields
West

Shawlands and
Strathbungo
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7.3

Apart from Pollokshields East, which saw a near 20% increase in the number of
dwellings, other SHA neighbourhoods saw modest increases or reductions in the
housing stock. Overall, it is clear that housing supply is not increasing at a sufficient
rate to meet the increases in population and households that are being forecast in
Glasgow over the next 20 years.

7.4

Flats are the dominant house type in all neighbourhoods served by SHA, ranging
from 57% in West Pollokshields to 90% in Ibrox and Kingston and 94% in
Pollokshields East. The 2011 Census records the following information about the
percentage of the population living in flats and the percentage of households that
were overcrowded:
Neighbourhood

% in flats

%
overcrowded

Ibrox and Kingston

90%

21%

North Cardonald and Penilee

66%

12%

Pollokshields East

94%

27%

Pollokshields West

57%

7%

Shawlands and Strathbungo

84%

14%

All neighbourhoods in Glasgow South

71%

16%

Glasgow

71%

17%

7.5

Overcrowding rates are often much higher when analysed at sub-neighbourhood
level. The 2016 SIMD data show that 30% or more households were overcrowded
in 13 of the 30 SHA data zones, with 7 SHA data zones having overcrowding rates
above 40%. All but two of these data zones are in traditional tenement
neighbourhoods such as Pollokshields, Strathbungo, Govanhill West and Ibrox
while overcrowding in all areas is to be found overwhelmingly in the private housing
sector.

7.6

SHA’s own stock has a higher proportion of larger families than other RSLs, but the
Association is generally able to address overcrowding in our own stock within
reasonable timescales through the housing allocation system. The preponderance
of overcrowded families in the private housing sector is reflected in the numbers
that apply to be re-housed by the Association. We are often unable to meet these
needs because of the pressures on our existing supply of larger houses.

7.7

The diversity of the areas served by SHA is apparent from the tenure profile of the
communities we serve (2011 Census), and the tenure change that took place
between 2001 and 2011:

Neighbourhood

%
owned

%
private

% social
rent
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rent
Ibrox and Kingston

37%

38%

25%

North Cardonald and Penilee

56%

11%

33%

Pollokshields East

44%

31%

26%

Pollokshields West

84%

13%

4%

Shawlands and Strathbungo

62%

34%

4%

Glasgow

46%

18%

37%

Highest share in all SHA neighbourhoods
Lowest share in all SHA neighbourhoods

Tenure change (% change in number of households) 2001 to 2011
25%

20%

19%

20%
15%

13%

10%

7%

6%

5%

1%

1%

2%

10%

9%

1%

0%

0%

-10%

-1%

-2%

-5%

-4%
-9%

-10%

-4%

-5%

-11%

-15%

-15%
-20%

Ibrox &
Kingston

North Cardonald Pollokshields
& Penilee
East
owned

Pollokshields
West
private rent

Shawlands &
Strathbungo

Glasgow South
(all)

Glasgow

social rent

7.7

In the social housing sector, the major changes to have taken place include the
formation of GHA, high levels of investment in poor quality social housing and
the growth of the community housing sector through second stage transfers. In
terms of supply, large-scale demolitions of less popular housing have
outnumbered additions to the housing stock through new building.

7.8

The private rented share of housing in Glasgow grew by 10% between 2001 and
2011. This rate of increase has been exceeded in several neighbourhoods
served by SHA. Private renting now accounts for around one third of all
homes in Ibrox and Kingston, Shawlands and Strathbungo and Pollokshields
East. In Ibrox/Kingston and Shawlands/Strathbungo, there has been a more or
less straight trade-off between reductions in owner-occupation and the growth of
private renting. In Pollokshields East, new build buy to lets as well as the
purchase of existing properties led to a 19% increase in private renting between
2001 and 2011.
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7.9

The growth in the private rented sector is significant but has not been
accompanied by any appreciable contribution to neighbourhood management
and maintenance. Most private landlords tend to be “amateur” landlords,
perhaps owning only one or two properties. Many will be reluctant landlords
unable to sell without a loss in a falling property market. There is also significant
evidence of some very poor standards in landlordism and letting agents as
evidenced by enforcement actions by GCC. This challenge to the sustainability
of neighbourhoods is also mirrored in the private housing stock which is
overwhelmingly tenemental. Low levels of investment in communal repairs and
maintenance and poor management and factoring commitments are a threat to
the neighbourhood and the Association’s existing assets.

7.10

The Association’s response to these developments is and will be multi faceted
and will seek to integrate:







An expanded role for our factoring service
The development and expansion of new tenures such as MMR
Active engagement with private landlords through social letting services
A resourced commitment to improving private tenements in the area with
support from GCC
Intervention in local markets through acquisition of poorer tenement flats with
GCC support
Closer working with GCC to support enforcement and registration processes.

House Prices and Rents
7.11

The following graph shows the highest and lowest average house prices for the
G41, G52 and G51 postcode areas in the period January to June 2016, using
Registers of Scotland’s monthly reports.
Average House Prices, January to June 2016
(G41, G52 and G51 Postcode Areas)
£200,000
£150,000

£181,052
£135,682

£100,000

£123,079
£80,031

£69,947

£86,652

£50,000
£0
G41
Lowest Average Value

7.12

G52

G51

Highest Average Value

Data sourced from Rightmoves for the three postcode areas provides the
following 2-year trend information based on average house prices and the
number of properties sold:
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G41 Postcode Area

G52 Postcode Area

G51 Postcode Area
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Private rent levels in Glasgow
7.13

While house prices have remained relatively static, the private rented market
has been much more buoyant. Citylets report (Q3 2016) that private sector
rents in Glasgow have been rising continuously since the final quarter of 2013.
Average rents stood at £733 per month at Q3 2016, up 7.2% from a year ago
and with the steepest annual rise in rents in 10 years of Citylets reporting.

7.14

Time to Let (TTL) for private rentals provide a further indication of the strong
demand that exists, with 70% of Glasgow properties let within a month in Q3
2016, and 28% let within a week.

Source: Citylets Q3 2016 Quarterly Report: summary data for Glasgow

7.15

The pattern of increasing rental values and sustained strong demand is
replicated in SHA communities, although average rents are generally below the
citywide average.
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7.16

The table below illustrates the range of Mid Market Rents (MMR) that SHA currently
charges through its subsidiary, SFARS Ltd. (Recently rebranded as Southside
Letting). While the MMR levels compare very favourably with the analysis of private
rent levels detailed in the preceding pages, it does reveal challenges for the SFARS
Board to develop a more rational rent structure and rent setting process. There are
variances of £70 per month within the 1 bedroom category, £100 per month for two
bed properties and over £100 for three bedroom properties.

Southside Letting (SFARS) Mid Market Rent Levels

Strathbungo
Pollokshields
Shawlands
Auldhouse / Newlands
Cardonald
Kinning Park *

1 bed
399
n/a
340
338
383
411

2 bed
422
503
404
435
459
505

3 bed
n/a
n/a
n/a
595
469
n/a
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8

STAKEHOLDER RELATIONSHIPS AND PRIORITIES

8.1

In implementing our strategy, SHA will work closely with our customers and a wide
range of public sector and community partners.
SHA’s Tenants

8.2

The Association’s 2016 tenant satisfaction survey shows high levels of satisfaction
with the Association and our services, with significant improvements in comparison
with our previous survey in 2014. Further information about the survey results is
provided in Chapter 11, on Value for Money.

8.3

The Association will use our updated resident involvement strategy and a range of
consultation activities to engage with residents, so that the Association stays
responsive to their views and priorities.
External Partners: Glasgow City Council and Others

8.4

SHA’s main public agency partners are Glasgow City Council (GCC) and its service
departments. In particular, Development and Regeneration Services (DRS) has
responsibility for strategic housing planning, housing association investment and
private housing including registration and enforcement measures. The new
Community Health and Care Partnership established by the Public Bodies (Joint
Working) (Scotland) Act 2014 is a critical partner for the Association operating on
the south side of the city, and in particular the Association is an important partner in
the delivery of homes for households assessed as homeless. The Council also
devolves some responsibilities to the Glasgow Community Planning Partnership
and as with the Community Health and Care Partnership, the city is divided into
three partnership areas. Both structures have a south area that is coterminous and
covers all the areas that the Association operates in. In operational terms, the
Association relies heavily on the specialist role provided by Community Safety
Glasgow and pays a levy for each of its properties in management to utilise a range
of neighbourhood management supports.

8.5

The Association’s relationship with GCC is integral to the successful delivery of
many of its strategic priorities. This reflects the Council’s role as the strategic
housing authority and its role in housing investment and homelessness. The most
critical issues to be addressed through our joint working with the Council include:







SHA’s role in providing new homes, whether for social rent or for mid market rent
through our subsidiary SFARS Ltd
The need to raise standards of property and neighbourhood management in poor
quality private housing, particularly older tenement housing
Homelessness referral arrangements
The Council’s commissioning and contract management role in relation to SHA’s
housing support services
The Council’s strategy for resourcing and delivering public services at neighbourhood
level in the future, in the face of large-scale cuts to its budget
The proposed ending of the Council’s role in managing Housing Benefit, as Universal
Credit is rolled out fully across the UK.
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8.6

GCC’s latest Local Housing Strategy (LHS) for the period 2017 to 2022 has two
overarching themes, to reduce poverty and to contribute to Glasgow’s economic
growth. The six LHS strategic priorities are shown below and all are of importance
to the communities SHA serves and consistent with SHA’s own strategic priorities.
Moreover, all of the GCC priorities are matters in which SHA and SFARS Ltd. have
a strong track record and demonstrable expertise.
 Promote area regeneration and enable investment in new build housing
 Manage, maintain and improve the existing housing stock
 Raise standards in the private rented sector
 Tackle fuel poverty, energy inefficiency and climate change
 Improve access to housing across all tenures
 Promote health and wellbeing

8.7

SHA has enjoyed a sizeable development programme supported by Glasgow City
Council, and the Council’s Strategic Housing Investment Plan (SHIP) published at
the start of 2017 confirms its support for a continuing development programme by
SHA which will provide new homes for social rent and mid market rent in a range of
neighbourhoods.

8.8

The Association has a number of relationships with GCC that are particular to SHA.
The Association has historically retained a significant role in Housing Support
services including traditional sheltered housing, but also innovative “floating
support” to vulnerable households in mainstream accommodation. In addition the
Association has developed distinct housing support services for the local Black and
Minority Ethnic community, including innovative supported young homeless BME
households and a specialist support for older Asian women.

8.9

Revenue grant support for Housing Support services have been under severe
pressure and the Association has suffered year on year cuts for almost a decade.
In the past two years annual cuts to the elderly care element of this budget have
been swingeing, in the order of 30-40%. In this context the Association has had to
seriously evaluate its ongoing commitment to housing support services. This is
likely to lead to major changes in the status of sheltered housing from 2017
onwards.

8.10

In addition to its distinctive Housing Support role, the Association is also the
managing agent for the Care and Repair service for Glasgow. This is revenue
funded by GCC and although it has also suffered from major cuts in funding levels
in recent years, it remains a valued service. In addition the core funding of the
service has been supplemented by additional funding for specific services from
other sources. The Care and Repair service has three core elements, these are




Core housing advice service to older owners and assistance in commissioning
improvement works
Handyperson service delivering a range of practical supports to older people in
their own homes, using a mixture of volunteers and paid staff
A Home from Hospital service that assists older people make changes to their
home that facilitates discharge from hospital
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In addition to these service, the Association is piloting a new national equity release
scheme in the city which will supplement existing support to older people wanting to
invest in improvements and repairs to their homes.
Single Outcome Agreement
8.11

Glasgow’s Single Outcome Agreement (SOA) states the following vision:
”Glasgow is a thriving, inclusive and resilient city; a city where all citizens can enjoy
the best possible health and well-being, and have the best opportunities to meet
their potential”.

8.12

The SOA vision is underpinned by:




Three priority areas for concerted action to improve outcomes (alcohol
misuse, youth unemployment and vulnerable people), all of which are significant
issues in parts of our area.
A commitment to tackle inequalities in nine of the city’s most deprived
neighbourhoods, through a series of “Thriving Places” initiative.

8.13

SHA makes a significant contribution to the outcomes described in the SOA, for
example, in relation to outcomes for vulnerable groups such as homeless people
and older people.

8.14

SHA will continue to have regard to the SOA outcome areas, when reviewing the
priorities for our community regeneration activities. We will also make sure that the
Council and others are fully aware of the extent of the inequalities and
disadvantage present in the communities served by SHA, to inform their priorities
for service delivery, partnership working and resources.
Lenders and Regulators

8.15

The Association currently has very limited borrowings. The total loans at March
2017 amounted to £3.5m spread over three different lenders. The majority of the
loan portfolio is held with the Nationwide Building Society and amounts to £2.4m.
The Association holds a loan of just under £1m with Royal Bank of Scotland and a
smaller loan of just over £200k with Bank of Scotland. The Association maintains
close relationships with our lenders, and carries out robust checks on an ongoing
basis to ensure compliance with loan covenants with all three lenders.

8.16

The Association’s main regulators are the Scottish Housing Regulator (SHR), the
Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator, and (for our housing support services) the
Care Inspectorate.

8.17

SHR currently has “low engagement” with SHA, meaning that SHR considers that
the Association presents a low risk to its regulatory purpose. We provide SHR with
detailed annual reports on our performance and finances, and advise SHR of any
Notifiable Events as they occur.
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8.18

SHA’s strategy and working practices reflect a number of specific SHR priorities.
These include a strong emphasis on business planning, effective governance,
financial performance and risk management, cost control, asset management,
rental sustainability and value for money.

8.19

The regulatory framework will change significantly in the year ahead. The Scottish
Government will introduce legislation to help reverse the Office for National
Statistics’ September 2016 re-classification of RSLs as public bodies. In addition,
SHR has signalled its intention to carry out a 5-year review of the overall regulatory
framework, which was first introduced in 2012.

8.20

In relation to the Care Inspectorate, the SHA faces particular challenges in meeting
regulatory requirements in the face of reducing external funding and consequent
reductions in staffing and service levels. These issues are firmly on the
Association’s agenda as we review the options for future of our housing support
services.
Scottish Government

8.21

The Scottish Government is a significant stakeholder for SHA, particularly in relation
to funding for housing development and community support activities, housing
legislation and statutory guidance, and new powers in respect of some elements of
the social security system in Scotland.

8.22

In relation to Wider Role activities, the Scottish Government is a potentially major
partner because of its People and Communities Fund (PCF), which SHA currently
receives to support employment and training opportunities within our environmental
management services. PCF can be used to support projects that promote social
inclusion and/or tackle poverty, including the mitigation of welfare reform and
preventative action. For the past three years the Association has received
significant support through the PCF for its Southside Connects project and its
employment training project. The PCF is under review and indications are that it
will continue for this final year (2017/18) in a more limited capacity. The Scottish
Government’s support to the Third Sector is developing and two new funds
launched in 2016/17, the Aspiring Communities Fund and the Growing the Social
Economy Programme, may in time become more important for SHA as funding
streams for various community support programmes.

8.23

The Scottish Government published its Programme for Government 2016/17 in
September 2016. This contains a number of measures of particular importance to
SHA, including:


New social security legislation



Abolishing the bedroom tax in Scotland



Safeguarding access to Housing Benefit for 18 to 21 year olds, which will be restricted
in future in other parts of the UK



Substantially Increased funding for affordable housing supply (linked to a pre-election
commitment to increase subsidy levels per home which at their previous levels have
been a disincentive for many social landlords)
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8.24



A Warm Homes Bill (although it is not yet clear if and how this would affect social
landlords)



Legislation enabling reversal of the ONS re-classification of RSLs as public bodies



Action to reduce social isolation among older people.

In addition, the SNP Manifesto prior to the 2016 Scottish Elections includes further
commitments that are relevant to SHA’s future strategy. These include:


Establishing regulations to allow the housing costs element of Universal Credit to be paid
direct to social landlords, thus reducing the risks landlords and tenants face.



Provision of guidance and setting timescales for installing housing adaptations.



Encouraging communities to buy neglected land and property.



Using a “Government partner organisation” to help raise tenant awareness of rights, with
a duty placed on social landlords to consult with tenants on the management of their
homes.

8.25

In addition to all of the above, a new version of the Scottish Social Housing Charter
came into force in April 2017. This has few substantive changes compared with the
previous version.
UK Government

8.26

The UK Government retains control over most aspects of economic and fiscal
policy, and there is clearly potential for macro-economic factors to create
uncertainty or turbulence that could affect the Association and its strategy for the
future.

8.27

Brexit – the UK’s withdrawal from the European Union – involves many
uncertainties but is widely seen as raising significant issues for citizens and for all
sectors of the economy and public services. SHA has a close interest in relation to
the free movement of people, since we have customers and staff members who
originate from other EU countries.

8.28

Economic experts take different views about the possible impacts of Brexit.
However, there have already been tangible impacts in the form of a weaker pound
and rising inflation. These factors could have direct consequences for SHA and
other social landlords, for example in relation to:
 Increases in the cost of living for tenants


Increased repairs costs, since the UK is a net importer of building materials



Increased procurement costs



Higher borrowing costs for SHA’s intended development programme



Higher wage costs and pension contributions.
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8.29

SHA is affected by UK legislation and policy in a number of non-devolved areas,
notably housing benefit and social security. Both issues present significant risks to
the Association and our customers, particularly due to the extension of Universal
Credit (UC) for all new claims from September 2018 and the announced
introduction of Housing Benefit caps from April 2019.

8.30

As already noted, it is anticipated that forthcoming Scottish Government regulations
will help mitigate the risks of non-payment of rent as a result of Universal Credit.
However, details are not yet available on how these arrangements will work or
when they may become operational. Moreover, In March 2017 the Scottish
Government has issued renewed calls for the UC rollout programme to be put on
hold, due to the fact that claimants will not receive any payment for the first week of
their claim and will then have to wait for 6 weeks before receiving UC payments.
This aspect of UC will cause great hardship, as well as substantial increases in
arrears for social landlords.

8.31

The main effect of the UK Government’s Housing Benefit Cap proposals will be to
set the same upper limits for assistance with housing costs in the private and social
rented sectors. Local Housing Allowance rates, which are already frozen until
2020, will serve as the upper limits for this purpose.

8.32

We expect Housing Benefit caps to create difficulty for single tenants with no
dependents aged 35 and under, and for tenants living in supported accommodation
where support costs are currently covered by Housing Benefit. Further details are
provided in Chapter 11 of the Business Plan.

8.33

Following the change in Government leadership in summer 2016, the new
Secretary of State for Work and Pensions announced that welfare reform measures
already announced will be implemented, but no additional measures will be
introduced during the current Parliament.

8.34

SHA’s risk exposure is at its most direct for the housing-related benefits already
described. We are therefore taking a comprehensive approach to supporting our
tenants who may be experiencing difficulties in paying their rent, while also offering
welfare rights and other advice services.

8.35

The risks identified in this section are addressed in SHA’s risk management
strategy (see Chapter 13) and the stress testing conducted as part of the Business
Plan. We have sought to assess our potential exposure in financial terms wherever
possible, but this is challenging when some of the risk factors – especially those
associated with Brexit - involve uncharted territory or competing opinions.
Local Stakeholders

8.36

The Association has strong relations with the Community Councils in the areas it
works in. In addition it works with a range of local organisations to support local
communities and to jointly deliver shared objectives.
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8.37

In Pollokshields the Association has good working relationships with Pollokshields
Heritage, reflecting a shared interest in protecting the rich built heritage. SHA also
works very closely with the Nan McKay Hall, Glendale Women’s Café and East
Pollokshields Mobile Creche, as well as Souths Seeds (a local environmental
champion) and the Toryglen based charity Urban Roots.

8.38

In Cardonald the Association works closely with Govan Community Project,
formerly Govan and Craigton Integration Network and provides the organisation
with a community support flat in Moss Heights. The Association also works closely
with Hillington Park Church to deliver a range of support services, and with a range
of resident groups established through the Southside Connects programme
including the Residents Lounge Group in Queensland, and the residents groups in
Berryknowes and Hartlaw.

8.39

The Association also works closely with the The Well community centre off Victoria
Road.
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9.

STRATEGIC ANALYSIS: CONCLUSIONS

9.1

This chapter sets out the results of the environmental analysis completed as part of
the Business Plan. It also reports our conclusions about the most critical strategic
issues for the Association, taking account of the preceding chapters on our
customers and communities, stakeholders and the local housing market.
Environmental Analysis Results: SWOT and PESTLE

9.2

The main results of the Association’s SWOT analysis are as follows:
SWOT Analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats)

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES



High demand for housing in our area/locality



High cost of property acquisition



Popular neighbourhoods



Competition for sites from private sector



Well-established and good track record





Strong overall reputation

We have some high risk stock if building
elements fail



Respected developer



Preponderance of flatted dwellings – lack of
back and front door and larger houses



Financially stable, viable and strong



Capacity and appetite for risk?



Innovative





Track record in generating employment

Not assessing long-term implications when
assessing opportunities



Geared up to take advantage of
opportunities immediately



We need to define clearly what we mean by
growth



Private acquisitions provide a rapid return
on capital and longer-term income from
rents



Considered approach to risk-taking

OPPORTUNITIES


Positive political and grant environment for
housing



More and better funding opportunities



Financial capacity enables quick SHA
responses to opportunities



Build more houses than flats



SHA expertise is in “niche” rather than very
large-scale developments



Property owners unable to sell who have
become private landlords by default



Take opportunities: chance to be ahead of
the market? Others may not be as prepared
and responsive as we can be



Ability to purchase property without grant,
where a strategic case can be made



Improve neighbourhoods and retain value of

THREATS


Future funding and/or political changes



Cost of land (less of an issue in Cardonald)



Increases in inflation and interest rates



Interest of other very large RSL developers
in our area



High demand for construction services may
increase procurement costs



Builders may lack capacity to meet levels of
demand for construction



Building is an inherently high risk activity



Private acquisitions of tenement properties
may in some cases lead to future common
repairs costs



Risk of overstretch if too much or poorlyplanned growth



Large national RSLs may take opportunities
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if SHA doesn’t

SHA-owned properties


9.3

Possible development partnerships with
other RSLs



Increase in risk rating with Scottish Housing
Regulator (they have already identified RSL
development as a risk factor)

The main results of the Association’s PESTLE analysis are summarised below:
PESTLE Analysis (Political, Economic, Technological, Legal and
Environmental factors)

STRENGTHS/OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS/PRESSURE POINTS

POLITICAL/LEGAL/REGULATORY








Scotland Act settlement and increased
Scottish powers over welfare policy
Strategic and operational relationships with
Glasgow City Council



Draft legislation has still to be published



Substantial cuts to GCC revenue budgets,
and knock-on effects for local services (e.g.
SHA housing support)

Council elections 2017



Council elections 2017



New procurement legislation:
costs/complexity



Extension of Freedom of Information to
RSLs



Risk of less credit or more expensive credit
from lenders



Prolonged political uncertainty arising from
Brexit and possible second independence
referendum



Roll-out of Universal Credit to Glasgow 2018
to 2022: impact on tenants’ ability to pay
rent and SHA’s income stream, in particular
anticipated increases in rent arrears and
bad debts



Housing Benefit levels to be restricted to
Local Housing Allowance levels from 2019:
highest risk group is single people under 35
with no dependents, who may struggle to
pay rent in full



UK Government proposals to restrict
Housing Benefit for 18-21 year olds



Other non-devolved benefits: freezing of
working-age benefits, introduction of
Personal Independence Payments,
reductions in Employment and Support
Allowance
Brexit impact: unknown, potentially

Maintaining Scottish Housing Regulator
confidence in SHA
Re-classification of RSLs: legislation to
reverse this will include reduction in SHR
regulatory powers

ECONOMIC


Scottish welfare powers to permit payment
of Universal Credit housing costs element
to social landlords (draft Regulations
published early 2017)



UK Government has stated no further
Welfare Reform cuts prior to 2020, beyond
those already announced



Scottish Government plans to reverse
Housing Benefit restrictions for 18 to 21
year olds
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STRENGTHS/OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS/PRESSURE POINTS
substantial.





GCC has increased funding for new build
and subsidy levels per unit have been
increased



For example, impact of currency instability
on procurement or construction materials
costs; impact on private finance availability
and terms; impact on inflation, interest rates
and the cost of living for tenants.



Construction industry capacity



Brexit and economic uncertainty could have
an impact on private finance availability and
costs



Inflation is expected to rise to approaching
3% in 2017 and to remain at around this
level for 2 years
Increasing regulatory interest in rent
increases
Pensions: costs arising from autoenrolment; and uncertainties associated
both the SHAPS and SPF pension schemes

SHA has financial and operational capacity
to increase scale of development
programme (subject to limits to reflect risk
etc)




SOCIAL


Demographic change and the impact on our
customer profile (increases forecast in
single person households and older
households)



Scottish Social Housing Charter: sustained
improvements in most aspects of SHA’s
performance, post-SST



Homelessness prevention and SHA
involvement in housing options service



Rising demand from GCC and non-statutory
sources for settled accommodation



SHA provides access to comprehensive
advice services to tenants and other
residents



Sustainability of funding and level of service



Requirement to comply with EESSH by
2020

ENVIRONMENTAL

Compliance with SHQS (apart from
exemptions and abeyances)

SHA ambition of exceeding EESSH ratings
TECHNOLOGICAL

Opportunities to increase online services
and communications with customers


Opportunities to update SHA’s housing
management systems

Key Conclusions from the Strategic Analysis
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9.4

All of the factors described in the SWOT and PESTLE analyses are potentially
significant for SHA’s future strategy and must therefore be monitored and acted
upon appropriately. We have identified the following external and local factors as
being of particular importance to SHA’s future strategy:
External Factors














Welfare reform, especially the further
rollout of Universal Credit to Glasgow
from late 2018 and the impact on
tenant incomes and SHA’s future
cash flows.
UK economic performance and the
economic impact of Brexit. Both
factors will affect public investment
levels, jobs, wages, prices and
benefits. They will also create
uncertainties in relation to SHA’s cost
base and future borrowing.
The caps on Housing Benefit
forthcoming in 2019, most likely to
affect single tenants aged under 35
and tenants in SHA’s supported
housing.
The Scottish Government’s intention
to make direct payment to social
landlords of Universal Credit housing
costs.
The significant opportunities
presented by greater financial
support for affordable housing on the
part of the Scottish Government and
Glasgow City Council.
Continued close monitoring of RSLs
by SHR, and a sharper regulatory
focus on issues such as asset
management, value for money and
rent increases.
Deep cuts to Glasgow City Council’s
budgets, and the impact on services
at community level, especially
“spend to save” initiatives. The
funding reductions for SHA’s housing
support services provide a direct
illustration of this.

Local Factors


Continuing to invest in our housing to
keep standards high and sustain future
demand.



The need to address poor quality private
housing in SHA’s areas of operation,
particularly where this threatens our own
housing in terms of standards and
demand.



Local housing markets and the diverse
communities served by SHA create a
need for good quality, well-managed
affordable housing of different types and
at different price points.



Addressing poverty, inequality and high
levels of deprivation in many of the
communities served by SHA underline the
need for continued proactive responses
by the Association through our advice and
community support services.



The importance of partnership working to
achieving our goals, particularly with the
City Council and our wide range of local
partners



Responding to the immediate financial
challenges facing our housing support
services, and developing our response to
the growth of an ageing tenant
population.



The need to maintain SHA’s financial
strength and positive cash flows, to
provide headroom to manage risks and
uncertainties.
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9.5

The Association’s ability to manage external factors or pressures is often limited.
For example, there is little or nothing that we can do to control interest rates,
inflation or government policy on taxation or housing benefit. However we can and
must ensure that our financial planning assesses the Association’s risk exposure
should such risks occur, and the resulting implications for our overall strategy.

9.6

Achievement of our strategic objectives demands a continued focus on sound and
stable governance and strong financial management. These have been high
priorities in the past, and must remain so.

10.

ASSET MANAGEMENT
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Overview
10.1

SHA aims to protect and get the most out of our assets by providing high quality,
affordable homes that our customers want to live in, while maintaining the
Association as a viable business. Our main asset management activities are:








Managing and investing in our existing housing stock.
Improving energy efficiency, to help reduce tenants’ fuel bills and fuel poverty.
Building new homes to meet housing need and contribute to regeneration.
Acquiring and repairing existing homes, to be managed by the Association
(homes for social rent) or our subsidiary SFARS Ltd (homes for mid market
rent).
Providing factoring services to home owners.
Maintaining the external environment and improving standards of
neighbourhood management.

Stock Profile
10.2

The following charts illustrate the main characteristics of SHA’s social rented
housing stock.
Distribution by Neighbourhood, House Types, House Sizes and Date of
Construction

The above figures were provided by Arneil Johnstone as part of our ongoing Asset
Management Strategy work. The figures relate to midway through 2016 and will be
adjusted to the new ARC figure of 2287 properties in the final draft of the Business
Plan.
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Date of Construction

183
188

380
267

Pre-1919
1945-1964
1965-1982
1983-2002
Post 2002

1,178

10.3

In summary:


Three quarters of our housing consists of tenement flats and multi storey
flats



Houses account for a very small proportion of our housing – only 3%



2 apartment (1 bedroom) homes account for 46% of our housing, followed
by 3 apartment (2 bedroom) homes (26%) and 4 apartment (3 bedroom)
homes (22%)



54% of our housing was built during the boom years of council
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housebuilding between 1965 and 1982, while 17% of the housing stock is
pre-1919 tenements. A similar proportion is new build housing built after
1982

Asset Management Strategy
10.4

SHA is in the process of finalising a new Asset Management Strategy (target July
2017), following a large-scale review of our asset management information base
that was supported by consultants Arneil Johnston.

10.5

This piece of work will deliver an integrated approach that addresses demand for
our housing; meeting tenant needs and aspirations; ensuring effective management
and maintenance; and ensuring effective investment and financial planning. In
developing the asset management approach, we have analysed a wide range of
data summarised below:

10.6

Overall, the headline findings from the information analysis stage are as follows:
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10.7

For stock that has higher management and maintenance costs, the review indicates
that the key drivers (in order of frequency) were:





Arrears > 10%
Repairs and Void Repairs Costs > £1,000
Capital spend requirements > £40k
Void repair losses >10%

Stock Condition
10.8

The Association’s most recent Stock Condition Survey (SCS) was completed by
John Martin Partnership in 2015, with supplementary work in 2016. In addition the
Association has specialist structural engineers survey results (AJ Balfour focusing
on the high rise transfer stock) which was updated in 2016 and the life cycle cost
information has been fed into the major repairs and investment programme that
forms part of this Business Plan. A specialist mechanical and electrical engineering
survey was completed in 2011 (by Hawthorn Boyle Consultants focusing on lifts,
pumping stations etc.) and also informs the Business Plan. This work is being
reviewed and updated in 2017.

10.9

The 2015 SCS comprises a sample of around 1,000 properties (53% of SHA stock).
When added to further properties surveyed in 2014 and 2016, SHA has stock
survey information for a total of 1,888 properties, (86% of all SHA stock).

10.10 The SCS survey provides us with a rich information base on:




30 year major component renewal costs
SHQS compliance and ongoing Investment needed to maintain SHQS
compliance
EESSH compliance and planning requirements.
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10.11 The results of the SCS have been fully analysed within SHA, and are reflected in
the 5-year planned maintenance programme and the 30-year financial projections
that form part of the Business Plan. The life cycle cost projections include a 10%
contingency figure to take account of future cost uncertainty. We have also added
a further 10% contingency to heating costs, to reflect the challenge of improving
specifications rather than simply replacing like with like. These contingency
allowances will be reviewed and revised as appropriate, as actual costings become
available.
Benchmarking Results for Demand and Stock Performance
10.12 Demand for the Association’s stock is generally good, when compared with our
local peer group RSLs and the national average for all social landlords. SHA’s
tenancy turnover rate was slightly higher than the national average in 2015/16, but
our performance was substantially better than the national average on time taken to
re-let empty properties, void rent loss, new tenancy sustainment and new tenant
satisfaction with the standard of the home.

Re-letting empty homes: comparative performance (source: ARC data
2015/16)
Southside
HA
% of lettable self-contained houses that
became vacant in year
% of tenancy offers refused

10.4%

Average all
Scottish social
landlords
8.6%

37.9%

37.8%

% of rent due lost through properties
being empty
Average calendar days to re-let
properties
% of new tenancies sustained for more
than a year
% new tenants satisfied with standard
of house when moving in

0.5%

0.99%

14.5 days

35.4 days

92.1%

88.4%

96.6%

87.7%

10.13 Most of SHA’s housing stock is located in stable neighbourhoods. Almost threequarters of our tenants have lived in their neighbourhood for at least 5 years, and in
our most recent Tenant Satisfaction Survey, 96% of respondents described the
neighbourhood they lived in as a good or very good place to live, an increase of six
percentage points since the 2014 satisfaction survey.
Responsive Repairs
10.14 The Association carried out 7,600 repairs during 2015/16, an average of 3.65
repairs per property. Around 20% of all repairs were carried out as emergencies,
the rest being carried out using our repairs appointment system.
10.15 Our rolling survey of SHA tenants (conducted independently by Research
Resource) indicates that overall tenant satisfaction with the repairs service was
91% in 2015/16. The aspects of the repairs service that attracted the highest and
lowest levels of satisfaction in relative terms were as follows:
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% Respondents
Satisfied with this
Aspect of Service

% Respondents
Dissatisfied with this
Aspect of Service

Helpfulness of
staff member

99%

Repair was completed
right first time

11%

Ease of reporting
the repair

98%

Length of time taken to
do the repair

9%

Tradesman
arriving at
appointed time

97%

Quality of the repair

8%

10.16 The following table summarises SHA’s main 2016 ARC results for the repairs
service.
Responsive Repairs: Peer Group Comparisons 2015/16
(source: Scottish Housing Regulator, Annual Return on the Charter)
Southside
HA

GHA

National
Average (all
social landlords)

% tenants satisfied with
repairs service

91.1%

85.7%

89.9%

Average reactive repairs
completed per occupied
property

3.7

3.3

3.6

% reactive repairs
completed right first time

98.3%

95%

91.3%

Average hours to complete
emergency repairs

1.4 hours

4.2 hours

5.1 hours

Average working days to
complete non-emergency
repairs

2.9 days

5.9 days

7.5 days

% properties with gas safety
record renewed by
anniversary date

100%

100%

99.8%

% reactive repairs
appointments kept

89.3%

99.9%

94.4%

10.17 The ARC data confirms that SHA’s performance in 2015/16 was:




Better than the national average for all social landlords on 5 of the 7 of the
measures shown
Better than or equal to our local peer group median on 5 of the 7 measures
Better than or equal to GHA (the previous manager of housing now owned by
SHA) on 5 of the 7 measures.

The main area where SHA’s results fell short of the comparators is the percentage
of repairs appointments kept. However, our 2016 Tenant Satisfaction results
indicate that 97% of respondents said they were satisfied that tradesman arrived at
the agreed time to do their repairs.
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Investment in Major Repairs and Planned Investment
10.18 100% of properties meet the Scottish Housing Quality Standard at 31 March 2016,
except for:


87 properties subject to SHQS exemptions or abeyances.
This figure includes 45 recently-acquired properties that are scheduled for
improvement works, albeit timescales for common works in some closes are
dependent on securing the co-operation of other owners. This also applies to
the remaining 42 properties, where SHA is not the majority owner.

10.19 SHA will continue to set its Investment programme priorities in line with the Stock
Condition Survey and component Life Cycles. In addition, our programme for
meeting the Energy Efficiency Standard for Social Housing (EESSH) is in place and
is being extended to include other measures that will raise SHA properties to an
EPC rating of “C plus” rather than the EESSH standard of a “C” rating. In terms of
timetabled targets, SHA expects to meet its statutory obligations in relation to
EESSH by the due date of 2020, but in addition it is working to meet the Existing
Homes Alliance target of an EPC rating of C+ by 2025. This means that elements
of the life cycle costing replacement programme are being accelerated ahead of
time, particularly the replacement of heating systems.
10.20 SHA will also invest through a well-established cyclical maintenance programme.
This includes gas servicing, environmental maintenance, gutter cleaning, external
painting and close painting.
Business Plan Priorities
Asset Management Approach
10.21 As noted earlier in this chapter, SHA has recently carried out a full-scale asset
management review. This has examined factors such as turnover, demand, repairs
and void costs and previous and future investment costs, to help identify practical
changes we can make to improve stock performance.
10.22 We will use the information from this exercise, alongside the 2015 Stock Condition
Survey and Life Cycle Costings, to put in place a formal asset management
strategy document during 2017. It is likely that solutions will typically focus on
improving stock performance and/or management, rather than disposal. In cases
where we are considering disposals, we will base our decisions on options
appraisals for the stock concerned.
Major Repairs and Planned Investment Programme
10.23 The Association’s planned maintenance programme for the 5-year period 2017 to
2022 is included at Appendix 7 and summarised below:

Major Repairs and Planned
Maintenance Programme: 1st April
2017 – 31 March 2022
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Balcony Repairs
Bathroom Extract Fan
Full Central Heating System Replacement

5 year Spend
Total
£13,367.00
£40,180.00
£2,815,761.00

Cold Water Tank( inside flats )
Common Windows
Communal Pass Doors
Communal Stair Finish
Door Entry System
Drying Areas Repairs
Electrics Fuse box
Electrics Wiring
Ext Entrance Door 1
Ext Entrance Door 2
Ext/Com Doors
Common area -Fencing/ Gates
Kitchen
Kitchen Extract Fan
Landing/Common Floor Finish
Mains Smoke Detectors (IMP)
Common Area Paths
Pitched Roof Covering
Retaining Walls
Roof Repairs
Bathroom Upgrade
Smoke Detector Replacement
Thermal Insulation

£117,957.00
£47,727.00
£147,914.00
£75,831.00
£152,858.00
£27,722.00
£59,700.00
£324,262.00
£12,072.00
£4,527.00
£70,703.00
£6,094.00
£654,000.00
£656.00
£20,566.00
£18,000.00
£84,800.00
£73,155.00
£1,365.00
£31,436.00
£237,456.00
£92,200.00
£80,000.00

Wall Finish
Windows Replacement
CCTV Installation
Emergency Lighting
General Lighting
Mains distribution equipment
Structural Inspections and Repairs
Total 1
10% Contingencies on heating replacement
costs
SHA Investment to Achieve Beyond
EESSH Standards (01/04/2017 31/04/2022)
Total 2
Vat on Works @20%
Professional Fees @ 8% on Works

£1,497.00
£625,394.00
£8,000.00
£149,000.00
£19,000.00
£179,000.00
£178,148.15
£6,370,348.15
£281,576.10

Comments

To Achieve minimum EESSH
standards, replacement of storage
heating systems in High Rise and
Mini Multi stock in Cardonald and
Pollokshields

Additional - Swinton/ Invergyle - Lock
ups

M&E
M&E
M&E
M&E
Structural Surveys and Repairs

£4,576,485.00

£11,228,409.25
£2,245,681.85
£898,272.74
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Vat on Fees @20%
Total 3
Contingencies Allowances 10%
Grand Total

£179,654.55
£14,552,081.39
£1,455,201.84
£16,007,220.23

10.24 SHA plans to self-fund this programme, with no requirement to obtain or draw down
private finance. This will ensure that SHA has maximum flexibility in the delivery of
the programme, for example with regard to the phasing and packaging of works.
The self-funding approach is reflected in the financial projections that form part of
the Business Plan. The Association will develop a Funding Plan in 2017 to set out
the most prudent balance between cash reserves, borrowing capacity, and new
loans. Future development funding is likely to be supported by new loan finance
with the investment programme funded through reserves and/or revenue.
Energy Efficiency and Environmental Sustainability
10.25 Central heating replacements were a major part of the Association’s work to meet
the SHQS, and we have further work to do in replacing central heating systems in
order to meet the EESSH standard by 2020. Currently, the Association has around
790 properties rated below C (SAP rating), 682 of these properties have electric
fuel, with 109 having gas fuel.
10.26 The need to replace central heating systems is reflected in the planned
maintenance programme summary shown above, where we are committing around
£2.8 million to replace approximately 953 central heating systems.
10.27 The Management Committee has also taken the strategic decision to exceed the
EESSH standard, to bring all SHA stock to a “C plus” energy efficiency rating. In
taking this decision, the Management Committee wishes to achieve greater impact
in reducing fuel poverty and in improving the energy efficiency of our housing stock.
The decision also takes into account the likelihood that energy efficiency
requirements set by government will be progressively increased in future years after
2020.
10.28 Our initial assessment indicates that the measures needed to achieve the higher
rating are:









Loft Insulation Top Up
Upgrading of Double/Secondary Glazing
External Wall insulation
Installation of Energy Efficient Heating systems
Floor Insulation
Internal wall insulation
Low Energy saving lighting for all fixed outlets
Insulation of individual hot and cold water cylinders.

10.29 For planning purposes, we have estimated that the cost of these additional
measures will be around £5 million. Works programming will extend beyond the
EESSH date of 2020. We are also planning on the basis that the works will be self56

funded. Current assumptions regarding costs and programme are included in the
Business Plan financial projections and will be revised as the programme proposals
are further developed.
Responsive Repairs
10.30 The results of the 2016 Tenant Satisfaction Survey and the 2015/16 Annual Return
on the Charter (ARC) reveal that the Association, is in general, performing to a very
high standard in our Repairs and Maintenance outputs. This is reflected in the
Association being in the top quartile for the majority of responsive repairs outcomes.
Repairs appointments kept by the contractor was however an area of weakness for
the Association and we performed 5.1% below the Scottish Average during
2015/16. During the early months of 2015 we had performance issues with our
main contractor Mears Limited in relation to this service area. After protracted
discussions with Mears senior management team, performance did improve in the
latter part of the year but not enough to recover from the earlier poorer
performance.
The Association has introduced measures to try and improve performance in
relation to repairs appointments being kept and these include:




Maintenance Contract – new maintenance contracts were awarded in June
2016 and the Association now employs two main contractors, Mears and
Mitie, with the aim of improving service delivery and increase
competitiveness. Mears are performing well with Mitie less well in recent
months and discussions are ongoing with Mitie to bring about the necessary
service improvements.
Contractors Performance – the Association has bi-weekly meetings with both
our contractors to try and ensure that the highest standard of service delivery
and Value for Money (VFM) is offered to our customers.
Repairs Focus Group – as part of our recently reviewed Tenant Involvement
Strategy we will be asking tenants if they wish to be involved in providing
feedback on how the Association can improve our repairs service and that
will include contractor’s performance in relation to keeping appointments.

New Homes
10.31 As noted in Chapter 8, SHA’s plans for future development are closely linked to the
strategic priorities set in the new (2017) Local Housing Strategy for Glasgow, as
these translate to SHA’s communities.
10.32 Current assumptions regarding unit costs, grant levels and key dates for these
projects are shown in detail at Appendix 9, which also forms the basis for the
assumptions used in SHA’s future financial projections at Appendix 2.

10.33 In the period ahead, the top priorities for SHA are:
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To complete the work already underway to demolish and replace low demand
transferred housing stock in Pollokshields. This is our absolute priority.
To complete a programme of new build development on priority sites in SHA
neighbourhoods, providing mainly new social rented housing in response to
identified housing needs, as well as mid market rented housing.
Continuation of the established programme of individual flat acquisitions, to
improve housing quality and property management, and to meet a range of
housing needs (social rent, mid market rent).

10.34 Currently, we are planning for a development programme covering the period
2017/18 to 2024/25, as shown below. MMR units are shaded green, shared equity
units/outright sale are shaded blue, and social rent units have no shading.

Project
Portman Street Ph 1
Admiral Street (SR)
Admiral Street (MMR)
166 Gorbals Street
St Andrews Dr, Ph 1 (SR)
St Andrews Dr, Ph 1 (SE)
Maxwell Road (SR)
St Andrews Dr, Ph 2 (SR)
St Andrews Dr, Ph 2 (SE)
Maxwell Road (SR)
Maxwell Road (MMR)
URC Mosspark Boulevard
St Andrews Dr, Ph 3 (SR)
St Andrews Dr, Ph 3 (SE)
Allison Street
Allison Street
Scotland Street
Titwood Road (SR)
Titwood Road (SE)
TOTALS

Completion
Date
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 TOTALS
Jun 18
Sept 18
Sept 18
Nov 18
Jan 19
Jan 19
Dec 19
Oct 20
Dec 20
Mar 21
Mar 21
Jan 2022
July 2022
July 2022
Mar 2023
July 2023
2024
2024
2024

24
20
16
6
36
13
50
40
10
50
50
30
40
10
30
30

66

99

150

30

80

30

30
12
12
54

509

(this tables needs updated)
10.35 There are 11 projects in the programme, 10 of which are included in GCC’s 2017
SHIP document. We also expect the remaining project (design and build at
Maxwell Road) to receive support and funding approval from Glasgow City Council
to allow the project to proceed. Taken together, the programme includes 368 units
for social rent, 96 units for Mid Market Rent, and 45 units for shared equity/outright
sale. The programme timeline is as follows:
10.36 SHA currently owns 3 of the sites in the programme (St Andrews Drive Phases 1, 2
and 3) and is not yet legally committed to developing the remaining sites in the
programme. If all 11 projects were to go ahead, the programme would have the
following financial profile:
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Planned Stock Growth through Development, 2017 to 2025
(based on year of comple on of new units)
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

17/18

18/19

Shared Equity
Mid Market Rent
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Social Rent

20

Social Rent

19/20

20/21

13

10

21/22

22/23

23/24

10

24/25
12

50
86

90

Mid Market Rent

30

70

30

42

Shared Equity

Grant funding required:
circa £43 million

Other funding needed
(borrowing and/or selffunding): circa £32 million

Shared equity sales and
other income: circa £3.6
million

10.37 To mitigate risk, the programme is spread over an extended 8-year period. In the
period 2017/18 to 2020/21, the programme would require £20.3 million of funding in
addition to GCC grants, either through new borrowings or partial self funding from
SHA’s cash balances:
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Finance Required 2017/18 to 2020/21
Project

Funding Needed

St Andrews Drive, Phase 1

£3.400 m

166 Gorbals Street

£0.361 m

Portman Street, Phase 2

£1.884 m

Admiral Street

£2.505 m

Maxwell Road

£8.850 m

St Andrews Drive, Phase 2

£3.400 m

Total

£20.400 m

10.38 The scale of the programme we have secured from GCC is unprecedented in the
Association’s history. This presents SHA with excellent opportunities, but will also
create challenges in relation to our financial and organisational capacity and our
management of risks.
10.39 The key risk management tools we will deploy will includes to be managed will
include: - this doesn’t make sense?
Treasury Strategy and Plan
This piece of work will take place in 2017/18 and will examine in detail financial
capacity to deliver the development, planned maintenance and energy efficiency
programmes and establish the overall funding strategy we will pursue in relation to
new borrowing and self-funding.
The Association currently has substantial cash balances and a balance sheet that
should prove highly attractive to external funders. At the same time, we must
ensure that the pace of the development programme does not make unsustainable
calls on cashflow. Testing and re-testing our cash flows will be an essential
discipline in ensuring that the Association implements the development programme
at the right pace and continues to meet its loan covenants at all times.
Financial Appraisals
All development projects are subject to full financial and risk appraisals to make
sure that development proposals are viable, represent value for money and capture
whole life costs at key milestone stages and this discipline will be maintained.
Pricing Risks
Following a prolonged period of low tender prices, there are indications that this
may now be changing. Construction pricing is particularly difficult to forecast at
present, due to uncertainty and volatility in the wider economy. It may also be the
case that the Scottish Government’s increased levels of funding for affordable
housing may result in higher prices due to higher demand.
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Resource Risks
The development programme will be phased in a way that ensures a close fit with
the treasury plan, and with our own programme management resources.
The Association has taken extra care in the programme phasing proposals to
spread the timescales for individual projects and for shared equity housing. Shared
equity is a relatively small part of the overall programme, but it is nevertheless
important that the Association reduces the risk of having unsold properties.
10.40 The Association will continue its involvement in the tenement acquisition
programme, and the Business Plan assumes a further 50 acquisitions during
2017/18, to be split between social renting and mid market rent. The Association
has prioritised MMR over social housing amongst the acquisition units. This reflects
the high demand for MMR in the targeted neighbourhoods, the value in diversifying
the use of smaller units (1 and 2 bedroom properties) where we already have an
ample supply in the social housing pool, and the value of diversifying rental income
streams away from social rent only.
10.41 The Association has also identified potential opportunities for further MMR
developments at Portman Street (24 units) and Admiral Street in Kinning Park and
at 166 Gorbals Street (6 units). In addition a further 50 units for MMR have been
identified within the proposed Maxwell Road development. The Association has
also launched a Social Letting Service in April 2017 with a view to improving
factoring and private renting arrangements locally.
10.42 The Management Committee and the Board of SFARS have jointly discussed these
opportunities for growth and have agreed that senior staff will continue to work up
the potential social letting model, and bring proposals to the Management
Committee on financial capacity for continued growth of the mid market rent
element of the group’s business.
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11.

VALUE FOR MONEY
Introduction

11.1

SHA’s core purpose is to provide our customers with affordable, high quality homes
and services. In doing so, we aim to work efficiently by making the best use of our
assets and resources. Achieving Value for Money (VFM) is therefore central to our
business planning approach.

11.2

SHA’s main tools for achieving VFM are:

11.3



Our asset management approach, as described in Chapter 10



Gathering information about customer satisfaction and priorities, and using this
knowledge to make changes and improvements.



Our VFM framework and the associated programme of service and activity reviews



Benchmarking our performance and costs against other social landlords, locally and
nationally



Reviewing rents annually in consultation with our tenants, to make sure they are
affordable to tenants while also meeting the financial requirements of our Business
Plan.

Throughout this chapter, we compare SHA’s costs and performance with a local
RSL peer group, all RSLs in Scotland, and all social landlords in Scotland (RSLs
and councils). The RSLs we have selected as our local peer group are Govan
Housing Association, Govanhill Housing Association, New Gorbals Housing
Association and Glasgow Housing Association. A full set of benchmarking
analysis tables is provided at Appendix 5.
Customer Feedback on Value for Money

11.4

The following table illustrates SHA’s performance in relation to the main Scottish
Social Housing Charter measures of tenant satisfaction. The results shown are
based on those reported in the Annual Return on the Charter (ARC). In the final
column, quartile 4 represents the best relative performance and quartile 1
represents the worst performance.
2014

2016

Change

Overall satisfaction with SHA services

88.1%

92.9%

+4.8%

SHA ARC
Quartile
2016
4

SHA performance in keeping tenants
informed is good or very good

90.8%

98.7%

+ 7.9%

4

Satisfaction with opportunities to
participate provided by SHA

86.5%

96.3%

+9.8%

4

Satisfaction with quality of home

76.3%

94.1%

+17.8%

4

Satisfaction with quality of home when

81.8%

96.6%

+14.8%

4
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2014

2016

Change

SHA ARC
Quartile
2016

Satisfaction with repairs and
maintenance service

88.6%

91.1%

+2.5%

3

To what extent does rent represent good
or very good value for money

69%

80.2%

+11.2%

4

Satisfaction with SHA’s management of
the neighbourhood

91.3%

95.8%

+4.5%

4

moving in

11.5

SHA has achieved major improvements in tenant satisfaction levels since 2014.
With all but one measure in the ARC top quartile (top 25% of all social landlords in
Scotland), SHA’s current results are of a very high standard in relation to the social
housing sector as a whole.

11.6

SHA’s tenant satisfaction results also compare favourably with our local RSL peer
group.





SHA has the highest level of overall tenant satisfaction in the peer group
SHA’s result on rent being value for money is the median in the local peer
group, but the gap between the median and the top of the peer group is very
small (just over 2%)
SHA’s results on both measures are better than the national average for all
social landlords.
Percentage of tenants satisfied with overall service provided
by landlord (ARC 2016)
94
92

91.8
90.4

90.4
89.0

90
88
86

92.9

86.6
84.8

84
82
80
Glasgow Govan HA Govanhill
New
Southside Local Peer Scottish
HA
HA
Gorbals HA
HA
Group
Average
Median
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Percentage of tenants who feel rent for their property
represents good value for money (ARC 2016)
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

80.8

82.6
72.4

80.2

80.2

79.0

59.3

Glasgow Govan HA Govanhill
New
Southside Local Peer Scottish
HA
HA
Gorbals HA
HA
Group
Average
Median

11.7

The Association is implementing an action plan in response to the 2016 tenant
satisfaction survey findings. We also review and act upon customer feedback on a
continuous basis, using data collected on our behalf by the independent contractor
Research Resource.
Value for Money Review Programme

11.8

Value for Money is of increasing importance to SHA, our customers and external
stakeholders. SHA has introduced a rolling programme of VFM reviews that will
cover our core activities as a social landlord as well as areas such as housing
support, care and repair, factoring and community support.

11.9

The programme is based on the following principles, to assist staff and to provide
the Management Committee with assurance that reviews are well-rounded and
based on sound evidence.

11.10 The first VFM review (covering development) was completed in 2016 with further
business areas to follow from 2017 onwards.
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Benchmarking Results: SHA’s Costs and Resources
11.11 The Scottish Housing Regulator’s analysis of RSL annual accounts shows that
SHA’s total management and maintenance costs are higher than our local peer
group and the national average for RSLs. However, SHA’s cost base includes
several non-standard services, such as concierge in multi storey flats, housing
support and care and repair. Our internal calculations confirm that SHA’s costs are
favourable in relation to the local peer group when these non-typical costs are
excluded.

Source: Scottish Housing Regulator Audited Financial Statements Return (2016)

11.12 When compared with annual turnover, SHA’s 2015/16 staffing costs were around
1.5% higher than the national RSL average and higher than our local peers other
than GHA.
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Benchmarking Results 2015/16 (based on ARC data)
11.13 Appendix 5 provides a comprehensive analysis of SHA’s 2015/16 performance in
relation to our local peer group and national averages. The results show that SHA
is achieving strong performance results, particularly in relation to customer
satisfaction and other measures that create value for customers. The main areas
where there is scope for improvement are repairs appointments, time taken to
respond to complaints and time taken to complete adaptation works.
11.14 The following graphic summarises SHA’s performance in relation to the national
average in 2015/16, including quartile rankings.
TOP QUARTILE
(SHA in top 25% of all social landlords

SECOND TOP QUARTILE
(SHA in top 25 to 50% of all social
landlords)



Percentage tenants who feel landlord is good
at keeping them informed about services and
decisions



Percentage tenants satisfied with overall
service provided by landlord





Percentage tenants satisfied with
opportunities given to them to participate in
landlords decision making

Percentage tenants satisfied with repairs
service



Percentage factored owners satisfied with
factoring service



Percentage tenancies began in previous year
remained more than a year - all new
tenancies



Percentage tenancies began in previous year
remained more than a year - existing tenants



Percentage tenancies began in previous year
remained more than a year - applicants
assessed statutory homeless LA



Average calendar days to re-let properties



Percentage of rent due lost through properties
being empty



Percentage tenants satisfied with quality of
home



Percentage tenants satisfied with standard of
home when moving in



Percentage reactive repairs completed right
first time



Percentage tenants satisfied with
management of neighbourhood



Average hours to complete emergency
repairs



Average working days to complete non-
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TOP QUARTILE
(SHA in top 25% of all social landlords

SECOND TOP QUARTILE
(SHA in top 25 to 50% of all social
landlords)

emergency repairs


Percentage properties with gas safety record
renewed by anniversary date



Percentage days lost through staff sickness
absence

 SHA BETTER THAN NATIONAL AVERAGE 

 SHA BELOW NATIONAL AVERAGE 
SECOND LOWEST QUARTILE
(SHA in bottom 25 to 50% of all social
landlords)

BOTTOM QUARTILE
(SHA in lowest 25% of all social landlords)



Percentage tenants who feel rent for their
property represents good value for money



Percentage of reactive repair appointments
kept



Percentage tenancy offers refused





Percentage average weekly rent increase to
be applied next year

Percentage properties meeting SHQS year
end



Average reactive repairs completed per
occupied property

Percentage properties meeting NHER / SAP
ratings year end



Average days to complete approved
applications for medical adaptations

Percentage approved applications for medical
adaptations completed



ASB cases per 100 homes







Percentage ASB cases resolved within local
target



Percentage all 1st and 2nd stage complaints
responded to in full within SPSO timescales



Percentage gross rent arrears of rent due



Percentage lettable self-contained houses
that became vacant in year



Percentage collected of rent due

11.15 In the 2013 Business Plan, the Management Committee set the goal of improving
and consolidating SHA’s service delivery performance following Second Stage
Transfer. SHA has performed to a very high standard in meeting this goal, as
shown in the following analysis of trends over the last 3 years:
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Trends in SHA’s Performance: 3-Year Trends 2013/14 to 2015/16
improving

SHA 2015/16 performance better than/equal to both previous years

Mixed

2015/16 performance better than/equal to one of the 2 previous years

Deteriorating

2015/16 performance below each of the previous 2 years

IMPROVING


% tenants satisfied with landlord’s overall
service



% new tenancies sustained more than a year
(SHA housing list)



% tenants who feel rent for their property
represents good value for money



% new tenancies sustained more than a year all
new tenancies begun in previous year)



% tenants who feel landlord is good at
keeping them informed about services and
decisions



Orders for recovery of possession granted



Average days to complete approved applications
for medical adaptations



% tenants satisfied with opportunities given to
them to participate in landlord's decision making



% factored owners satisfied with factoring service



% tenants satisfied with quality of home



% new tenants satisfied with standard of
home when moving in



% tenants satisfied with repairs service



Average hours to complete emergency repairs



% reactive repairs completed right first
time



Average working days to complete nonemergency repairs



% tenants satisfied with management of
neighbourhood



% properties with gas safety record renewed by
anniversary date



% properties meeting SHQS



% ASB cases resolved within local target



% new tenancies sustained more than a
year (existing tenants)



% days lost through staff sickness absence



% new tenancies sustained more than a
year (statutory homeless)



% gross rent arrears of rent due

MIXED


Average weekly rent increase to be applied
next year



% of rent due lost through properties being
empty



% collected of total rent due

DETERIORATING


% of reactive repair appointments kept



% properties meeting NHER / SAP ratings



% tenancy offers refused



Average calendar days to re-let properties



% approved applications for medical adaptations
completed in year



% all 1st and 2nd stage complaints responded to
in full within SPSO timescales



% former tenant rent arrears written off
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Rents and Affordability
Guiding Principles
11.16 The Association’s approach to rent-setting is based on:


Keeping rents affordable to tenants who pay some or all of their rent themselves (such
as working households and pensioner households receiving occupational pensions)



Raising sufficient income overall to provide high quality services and homes, in line
with tenants’ expectations and SHA’s legal obligations



Raising sufficient income overall to meet SHA’s obligations to funders, as well as
affording headroom to manage future financial and economic risks



Comparing our rent levels with those of other housing associations.

Current Rents and Rental Comparisons
11.17 SHA introduced a new rent structure In April 2015, after a period of consultation
with our tenants. Although the majority of rent changes were implemented on
completion of the review, a three year phasing in period (due to end in 2017/18)
was put in place for tenants whose rent increase or decrease was more than £5 a
week. There is also a five-year phasing for our sheltered properties.
11.18 Tenants’ response to the new rent structure has generally been positive and we
have seen tenant satisfaction with the value for money of our rents increase from
69% in 2014 to 80% in the Tenant Satisfaction Survey carried out in February 2016.
11.19 The following table shows SHA’s average weekly rents at 31 March 2016, and the
corresponding averages for members of our local peer group and for all RSLs in
Scotland.
Average weekly rents
(self contained homes)

1 Apt

2 Apt

3 Apt

4 Apt

5+ Apt

Glasgow HA

£59.91

£71.07

£76.21

£89.06

£97.42

Govan HA

£49.39

£60.56

£71.25

£79.74

£96.97

Govanhill HA

£65.23

£76.24

£80.27

£93.38

£112.84

New Gorbals HA

£53.18

£66.55

£76.15

£86.82

£98.77

Southside HA

£63.36

£77.57

£86.23

£94.16

£99.64

Southside HA (excl multi storey flats & support serv)

£59.81

£71.58

£82.21

£90.77

£98.62

Peer Group Median

£59.91

£71.07

£76.21

£89.06

£98.77

SHA Rank (Peer Group, 1 to 5, 5 = highest)

4

4

5

5

4

Scottish Average (all RSLs)

£63.76

£72.78

£78.76

£84.81

£94.94

11.20 Some caution is needed in comparing SHA average rents with peer group and
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national averages, since these will not be like with like comparisons. This is due to
the diversity of SHA’s housing stock, in particular the fact that 42% of our properties
are high rise flats. These have considerably higher management and maintenance
costs and rents reflect the provision of property specific services such as concierge
and lift maintenance. This has an impact on average rent levels, depending on
whether these are calculated for all SHA properties, or on the basis of including or
excluding MSFs. In addition supported services such as Saffron detrimentally affect
SHA’s average rental figure.
11.21 The rental figures with the concierge and supported people rents removed
illustrates that the rent restructure partly addressed affordability issues in smaller
properties as both SHA’s one and two apartment rents are now below the national
average. The table below illustrates the difference between rents for all SHA stock
and stripping out solely the multi storey stock.
SHA Average Weekly Rents 2016/17

House Size

All Stock Groups
average

All stock excluding
MSF average

1 apt

£65.78

£61.19

2 apt

£78.35

£73.23

3 apt

£85.31

£84.10

4 apt

£95.12

£92.86

5 + apt

£101.67

£100.89

11.22 SHA rents are generally higher than the averages for both the local peer group and
the Scottish RSL average. The following table shows the weekly difference.

SHA compared
with local peer
group median
SHA compared
with RSL
national
average

1 Apt

2 Apt

3 Apt

4 Apt

5+ Apt

HIGHER by
£3.45 per
week
LOWER by
£0.40 per
week

HIGHER by
£6.50 per
week
HIGHER by
£4.79 per
week

HIGHER
by £10.02
per week
HIGHER
by £7.47
per week

HIGHER by
£5.10 per
week
HIGHER by
£9.35 per
week

HIGHER by
£0.87 per
week
HIGHER by
£4.70 per
week

11.23 In recognition of these differences, SHA has applied annual increases below sector
averages in each of the last three years (as shown in the following graph:
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Average weekly rent increase to be applied next year
4.0%

3.3%

3.6%
2.6%

3.0%

1.5%

2.0%

1.9%

0.5%

1.0%
0.0%

2014

2015
Southside HA

2016

National Average

11.24 In considering affordability, it is also important to examine rents in the private
rented sector. These have risen at a far greater rate than social rents, with Citylets
reporting that overall rental values in Glasgow have increased by around 20% since
2013. The following graphs show how SHA social rents compare with average rents
for private lets, using the Citylets Report for the third quarter of 2016:

11.25 Using the same source of data, SHA social rents are in the range of 40% to 60% of
average private rents for Glasgow as a whole, depending on the size of house.
This differential is narrower in some of SHA’s stock areas where private rents and
property standards are lower.
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Average SHA Rents per calendar month as percentage of average
private sector rents (Citylets, 2016 Q3)
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

78%
71% 69%

67%
59%

65%

60%
49%

45%

40%

0

G41

0

G52
1 bed

G51
2 bed

Glasgow (all)

3 bed

Affordability Assessment
11.26 The Association has carried out a detailed assessment of its rent levels in relation
to the SFHA affordability test which states that an affordable rent should be no more
than 25% of net income where one member of the household is working full-time.
The Association has based its testing on:




Average SHA rents by house size
A range of household types (single persons, couples, family households with
children)
Various employment and pay scenarios (working 35 hours per week and
working 40 hours per week; income based on the National Minimum Wage of
£7.20 per hour; and income based on Glasgow City Council’s Living Wage of
£8.45 per hour).

11.27 The detailed results for this assessment are shown at Appendix 8, and summarised
in the table on the next page. The results show that the test is met comfortably for
family households with children, whereas 2-apartment properties generally fail the
25% of net income test for single people and couples. There are two main reasons
for the outcomes for 2 apartments:


Tax credits and child benefit payments play a critical role in sustaining the
incomes of low-paid working households with children. Single people do not
qualify for these benefits, while couples in low-paid work may only be entitled to
very low levels of tax credits. These issues are not confined to SHA, and it is
increasingly difficult for single people to be able to afford a tenancy unless they
are working full-time and for more than the minimum wage.



A large share of SHA’s 2 apartment stock is located in multi storey flats.
Whereas tenants in traditional SHA tenement properties would pass the
affordability test, tenants in the MSFs pay around £50 per month to cover the
costs of the concierge service and lifts maintenance. This inevitably impacts on
affordability.
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Rent Affordability Testing
Summary Results (affordable rent = 25% of net household income)
Household
composition

Couple +1 child

Couple +2
child.

Single

Couple

Couple +3 child

House Size

2 apt/1p

2 apt/2p

3 apt/3p

4 apt/5p

4 apt/6p

SHA Rent

£69.42

£77.70

£82.30

£82.59

£95.83

Test 1: Living Wage of £8.45 per hour, working 40 hours per week

Gross Pay

£338.00

£338.00

£338.00

£338.00

£338.00

Net Pay (1)

£290.64

£294.25

£378.79

£445.83

£512.87

Affordable Rent (2)

£72.66

£73.56

£94.70

£111.46

£128.22

Test Outcome

Pass

Fail

Pass

Pass

Pass

Test 2: Minimum wage of £7.20 per hour, working 40 hours per week

Gross Pay

£288.00

£288.00

£288.00

£288.00

£288.00

Net Pay

£256.64

£280.75

£365.29

£432.33

£499.37

Affordable Rent

£64.16

£70.19

£91.32

£108.08

£124.84

Test Outcome

Fail

Fail

Pass

Pass

Pass

Test 3: Living Wage of £8.45 per hour, working 35 hours per week

Gross Pay

£295.75

£295.75

£295.75

£295.75

£295.75

Net Pay

£261.91

£282.84

£367.38

£434.42

£501.46

Affordable Rent

£65.48

£70.71

£91.85

£108.61

£125.37

Test Outcome

Fail

Fail

Pass

Pass

Pass

Test 4: Minimum Wage of £7.20 per hour, working 35 hours per week

Gross Pay

£252.00

£252.00

£252.00

£252.00

£252.00

Net Pay

£232.16

£271.03

£355.57

£422.61

£489.65

Affordable Rent

£58.04

£67.76

£88.89

£105.65

£122.41

Test Outcome

Fail

Fail

Pass

Pass

Pass

(1) Net pay includes deductions for tax and National Insurance and additional income from Working Family Tax
Credits and Child Benefit
(2) Affordable rent = 25% of net household income
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11.28 There is strong recent evidence that SHA tenants give greater priority to
maintaining or improving standards of service than they do to reduced rent
increases. Our 2016 rent review consultation asked tenants whether they would
like to see services maintained or improved rather than compromise standards for a
lower rent increase. The feedback received was as follows:
Maintain or Improve
Repairs Service

77%

Building New Homes

90%

Investing in Existing Homes

81%

Neighbourhood Management

78%

Advice Services

90%

Community Development

84%

Support and Care Services

90%

11.29 The UK Government has announced the introduction of Housing Benefit caps, to
be applied to all social tenancies begun on or after 1 April 2016 and to take effect
from 1 April 2019. The caps will present further challenges, since help with housing
costs will be limited (whether in the social rented or private rented sectors) to the
Local Housing Allowance rate for the size of the house.
11. 30 The key risks are that some households may not receive full assistance with their
housing costs, and the LHA rate will not be uprated for inflation in the period to
2020. As shown in the table below, there is sufficient margin between SHA rents
and the LHA rates to suggest that most SHA tenants will not be affected. The
exceptions are single people aged under 35 and with no dependents; and tenants
receiving housing support services that are included in their rent or service charges.

Greater Glasgow
LHA Rates
SHA Average Rents

1 Bedroom
Shared
£68.28
None

1 Bedroom
£92.06
£63.36 (1 apt)
£77.57 (2 apt)

2
Bedrooms
£116.53

3
Bedrooms
£137.31

4
Bedrooms
£206.03

£86.23

£94.16

£99.64

11.31 For single people aged below 35 with no dependents, assistance will be
limited to the LHA rate for renting a bedroom in a shared house. For tenants
needing full help with their rent, there is a gap of around £36 a month between the
average 2016/17 rent for a SHA 2 apartment and the capped level of Housing
Benefit. This raises major issues for lettings policy and tenancy sustainment for
SHA and for all housing associations.
11.32 The position for supported accommodation is less clear. The UK Government
has suggested that the policy of Housing Benefit caps will go ahead in 2019, with
local authorities responsible for funding any shortfalls. It is not clear how councils
could do this, when they have already had to cut funding for supported housing due
to budgetary constraints. SHA is monitoring the evolving policy position on this
matter, which is of importance to the current review of our supported
accommodation.
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11.33 Following consultation with tenants, SHA’s Management Committee has approved
a rent increase of 2.25% for 2017/18, effective from 1 April 2017.
11.34 The rent increase will generate additional income of around £205k, and the main
factors that will add to SHA’s costs during 2017/18 will include:







Increasing financial responsibility for neighbourhood services previously carried
out by GCC
Repairs and construction costs increasing by more than inflation
The wage settlement agreed following the EVH collective bargaining process
Additional staffing costs to support the Association’s private acquisitions
programme
Further inflationary cost increases across the whole of the business
By contrast, the Association constantly reviews costs and seeks to make
savings for tenants where possible. Key areas in the coming three years are:
o Potential savings on bringing services in house i.e. ground maintenance,
common area cleaning, safety services
o Cost savings in sheltered housing
o Development of direct labour in repairs

11.35 The key issues to arise during our consultation with tenants were:




The high cost of rents for multi storey flats
Expensive storage heating systems
Relatively high sheltered rent costs whilst reduction in service delivery

11.36 In making its decision, the Management Committee has sought to strike a balance
between the pressure on household incomes; meeting Business Plan and service
delivery commitments; meeting tenant expectations; and responding to forecasts of
substantial increases in inflation during 2017 and 2018. In setting the rent at 2.25%
in 2017/18, and assuming a modest CPI +0.5% throughout the Business Plan
illustrates the Association’s efforts to reconcile these tensions.
Future Value for Money Priorities
11.37 The Association’s priority areas during 2017/18 for reviewing and where feasible
improving value for money are as follows.
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2017/18 VFM Priorities



Conduct comprehensive tenant consultation
on 2017 Business Plan proposal



Regularly benchmark SHA rents



Assess the impact that rent review proposals
will have on different household types



Track wider economic factors, for example if
rents, food and energy costs rise more
quickly than income levels



Implement Tenant Satisfaction Survey Action
Plan



Implement updated Resident Involvement
Strategy

Value for Tenants and Service Users
• Minimise future rent increases
• Review rent structure for new build and
sheltered housing
• Maintain investment in tenants' homes
and neighbourhoods
• improve links between EPC data and
rent levels
• Sustain resident satisfaction

• Promote resident involvement


Further develop asset management
planning, based on 2016 stock condition
survey and other data



Further strengthen linkages between
maintenance planning and financial
planning



Viability and VFM assessment of
undertaking an additional development
phase, if this is negotiated with GCC.



Conduct spending reviews in selected
business areas where improvements in
service quality and/or reductions in costs
may be achievable. 2017/18 priorities will
be – conclude transfer of ground
maintenance and cleaning services to in
house teams.

2017/18 VFM Priorities
Business and Financial
• Asset management

• New development

• Spending Reviews
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12.0

ORGANISATIONAL RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT
Premises

12.1

The Association delivers its key services from its main office at 135 Fifty Pitches
Road and from a sub office at 435 Shields Road. Both offices have disabled
access and the Association is committed to adapting them further if appropriate.
The main office at 135 Fifty Pitches Road is wholly owned by the Association and
this asset was bought in 2013. The Association utilises only part of the building and
has commercial tenants, Amey Ltd, on the top floor. The Association is seeking to
rent out two further half floors commercially.

12.2

The local office in Pollokshields, based at 435 Shields Road, is wholly owned by the
Association and a range of front line services are delivered from these premises.
However reflecting the pressures on communities from Welfare Reform, the main
service delivered from this office is Welfare Rights.
Staffing Levels and Workforce Planning

12.3

The Association currently employs 101 staff (see organisational structure chart,
Appendix 1). This includes part time and the majority are based at the main office
in Cardonald.



12.4

74 office based staff
37 fixed site concierge, mobile facilities and housing support staff

Three of the housing support staff are based within the sheltered housing
complexes and have their own office accommodation based here.
The Association provides staffing services to its subsidiary SFARS Ltd. This is
regulated by a formal Service Level Agreement entered into by both organisations.

12.5

The Association has proactively sought to create more entry level and training posts
across the organisation in the past two years to reflect the ageing profile of its
workforce. New training posts have been created in housing management,
maintenance and facilities management and this approach will be extended over
the next three years of the Business Plan. The Association is committed to
supporting staff with further education opportunities including day release where
this is appropriate. Our objective is to have a highly trained, qualified and motivated
workforce.
HR Support

12.6

Historically the Association relied exclusively on Employers in Voluntary Housing
(EVH) to provide HR advice and support to the Association. However since 2012
the Association has a dedicated HR management post, but we continue to rely
heavily on specialist advice from EVH and when necessary specialist legal advice.
The HR management role is not part of the senior management team but is
supported by



Director
Head of Finance, Factoring & IT
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12.7

Head of Support Services
Head of Investment & Development
Head of Housing Services

The Association has a structured staff appraisal and development process. All new
staff receive an induction and thereafter an annual appraisal. Staff appraisals
inform the development of an annual training plan. In 2017 the Association plans to
develop an HR Plan for the organisation. The Association has Investors in People
accreditation, Silver Award as well as Investors in Young People.
Staff Remuneration

12.8

The Association are full members of EVH and comply with the standard terms and
conditions developed by EVH. All members of staff, including senior management,
are paid in accordance with the EVH grading and salary structure.
Pensions

12.9

The Association has a complex set of pension arrangements reflecting the historical
development of the organisation. The traditional final salary (SFHA) pension
scheme was closed in 2011 and initially replaced with a Career Average Related
Earnings (CARE) scheme plus a top up defined contribution (Scottish Widows)
scheme. However since the introduction of a defined contribution scheme within
SHAPS, the Association has closed the Scottish Widows scheme and now offers all
non GHA transfer staff a defined contribution option. This scheme offers an
employer contribution of 10% subject to a matched contribution of 5% by the
employee. In addition the staff who were previously in the Scottish Widows scheme
receive an additional employers contribution linked to a further employee
contribution.

Staff Numbers in
each pension
scheme

Strathclyde Pension Fund

SHAPS

21

58

12.10 In the case of the SHAPS DC fund, the 2015 actuarial valuation and benefit was
positive and demonstrated improvements in the performance of the fund, an
increase in assets and decrease in deficit. The covenant review reported an
increased confidence in employers’ ability to underwrite funding & investment. As a
result of this review the SHAPS Committee agreed to maintain the aggregate deficit
recovery contributions at the current level and retain the 3% per annum annual
increase. At this level, the Scheme Actuary projects that the deficit will be removed
by February 2022, five years earlier than the original Recovery Plan had projected.
The Association’s deficit level for 2017/18 is £114,429.
12.11 With regards to the Strathclyde Pension Fund (SPF), there are currently 21 active
members. As at 31st March 2016 the total value of the Association’s unfunded
liabilities in this Fund were £647,000. The deficit payment in the year to the Fund
was £22k. SHA will face an increase to deficit contributions once it is within a few
years of all active members leaving the scheme as the last participant will trigger
the debt.
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As the average age of the members has now reached 50 years we are moving
closer to this point. The potential increase in deficit has been provided within the
Business Plan projections and will be closely monitored against future valuations of
the SPF. The Management Committee continues to monitor the performance of
both schemes and takes independent professional advice where and when
appropriate.
ICT
12.12 The Association has three main servers which hold all our systems and data.
These servers are supported by an extended warranty. The Association has a
programme in place for renewing these servers. Our annual budget reflects a
cyclical commitment to renewing desk based computer equipment.
12.13 The Association has a specialist IT support firm that provide maintenance to all the
peripherals and the servers.
12.14 We have specialist software, Omniledger, to support our landlord role. The
Association has had this software in place for a number of years and it is now
reaching its limitations. The Business Plan has budgeted for significant expenditure
on replacing the housing management software. This software is integrated into
our main finance and accounting systems. As part of its business continuity plan,
the Association has disaster recovery options in place. These include a separate
location with functional servers and other equipment that can be used should the
main building become unusable, providing a rudimentary but operational service in
a very short time frame.
Procurement
12.15 The Association in early 2017 modernised its Procurement Policy and Practice to
reflect the recent legislative changes in Scotland. A new Procurement Policy is in
place and an annual Procurement Strategy has also been approved. This would be
reviewed and reported on annually.
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13.

SOUTHSIDE FACTORING AND RELATED SERVICES LTD
Background

13.1

SFARS Ltd was established by Southside Housing Association Ltd in 2005 to
deliver commercial activity that could not be provided by the charitable parent
company.

13.2

SFARS Ltd is a private company limited by shares. Southside Housing Association
is the sole shareholder. SFARS operates as a non-charitable subsidiary of the
charitable ‘parent’, Southside Housing Association. The relationship between the
two organisations is set out in an Inter-Group Agreement (Independence
Agreement) while there is also a Service Level Agreement in place between the two
companies.

13.3

During its initial years of trading the focus of SFARS’ work was to extricate the noncharitable factoring work from the charitable parent company. More recently the
Board of SFARS and the Management Committee of Southside Housing
Association approved an expansion of the SFARS remit, to include Mid Market
Rent.

13.4

SFARS has its own Board of Directors. Board members are appointed by
Southside Housing Association, but the SFARS Board has the ability to make
decisions independently of the Management Agreement within an agreed remit.
(See Inter Group Agreement and Service Level Agreement). The most important
controls available to SHA as the parent are the right to approve the SFARS
business plan and budget, to set group objectives and policies, and to appoint and
remove SFARS Board members. The SHA Management Committee also maintains
a strategic overview of SFARS’ performance and risk exposure.
Aims and Objectives

13.5

The Memorandum and Articles of Association of SFARS Ltd set out the object and
powers of the company. However the principal aims of SFARS are



13.6

To advance the aims and objectives of Southside Housing Association, and
To deliver an excellent service to customers.

The aim of the current SFARS Business Plan is to advance the aims and objectives
of SFARS and in turn SHA. In particular over the life of the Business Plan, the
following objectives are set




To consolidate and develop the financial independence of SFARS.
To deliver an efficient and effective factoring service to SHA and other
customers.
To expand the range of affordable housing provision to south side residents.
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Relationship between Southside H.A. and Southside Factoring and Related
Services Ltd
13.7

SFARS was established to deliver commercial activities, principally factoring, that
could not be delivered through the charitable housing association. SFARS has
operational independence to manage these commercial activities, however SHA
retains the ultimate strategic control through its power to appoint or dismiss the
SFARS Board.

13.8

To ensure a good working relationship between both parts of the group a number of
measures are in place, including,





13.9

SFARS Board receives copies of SHA Management Committee minutes
SHA receives and considers the minutes of SFARS Board meetings
Joint meetings of both boards are held when necessary
SFARS Board members contribute to the SHA Business Plan process

The Service Level Agreement and the Inter Company Agreement set out in more
detail the division of roles and responsibilities in relation to a range of activities
including budget setting, the setting of charges etc.

13.10 The apportionment of costs is considered carefully, to enable SFARS to run a
sound commercial business and offer value for money for its customers, while also
enabling the recovery of SHA management costs for services provided to SFARS.
13.11 The range of services offered by the factoring staff overlaps with the services
provided by housing management staff, particularly in relation to estate
management. Factoring staff manage all insurance claims and tender and manage
the insurance contract. They also manage the liaison requirements with owners for
services and for any major works. The housing association is already charged a
lower management fee for its 1,300 properties in mixed tenure buildings, reflecting
efficiencies that exist from the economies of scale offered by such a large portfolio
of properties.
13.12 In terms of the apportionment of costs to the factoring business, overheads are set
at 10% of the overall SHA costs, this seems a reasonable estimate based on a
consideration of the size of the SFARS turnover, the floor space and the number of
direct staff. The Business Plan assumes a reasonable recovery of maintenance
and finance staff time reflecting the input these departments have into factoring
business. For the salaries of the staff directly involved in factoring, a 95%
apportionment has been used reflecting the fact that some time is spent supporting
maintenance, housing management and development staff, and also the work that
is done on shared ownership and shared equity sales.
Factoring Business
13.13 SFARS Ltd delivers a factoring service to customers. There are three categories of
factoring customers.
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(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Owners of flatted accommodation in tenements where SHA is a co-owner.
Owners of flatted accommodation where there is no SHA ownership interest.
Commercial owners of properties that are also part of a tenement or shared
property.

13.14 In mixed tenure tenements, SFARS also provides a factoring service for the SHA
owned properties.
13.15 The Association and the SFARS Board are committed to expanding the business



to complement the Association’s neighbourhood management and maintenance
role, and
to generate income for the Association’s charitable core purpose,

The SFARS Board sets an annual budget and a three yearly business plan but
these have to be ratified by the Association’s Management Committee. The
Association expects to grow its Factoring business each year of the three year
business plan by approximately 75 units per annum and income projections are
adjusted to reflect this.
Mid Market Rent
13.16 SFARS established its first Mid Market Rent (MMR) project in April 2013. This
initial scheme is in partnership with CCG Ltd, who received Scottish Government
grant to support the building and retention for five years of 24 MMR units. It was
assumed that this arrangement would continue until the end of 2016/17 at which
point the current five year lease expires. Negotiations with CCG Ltd are ongoing
and an extension of the lease is likely, therefore the Business Plan assumes that
the lease will continue for the next three years.
13.17 In addition, in April 2014 SFARS leased shared ownership and social rented units
from Southside Housing Association, known as ‘pepper potted units’ and let these
as MMR units. Included within the Business Plan are 13 properties in Pollokshields
and Cardonald.
13.18 Southside Housing Association acquired 53 properties through private acquisition
pre April 2015. These acquisitions were supported by Scottish Government
Housing Association Grant. Furthermore an additional 18 units at 21 March Street
were acquired from a private developer in April 2015. From the total 71 properties
acquired by SHA, 26 units have been identified as properties for lease to SFARs as
MMRs.
13.19 In 2015/16 and 2016/17 this programme of acquiring individual pre -1919 tenement
flats purchased with 100% grant from GCC has continued and the majority of
properties will be leased to SFARS for MMR. In addition to the 100% acquisition
grant, each property also attracts a 50% repair grant.
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The Association is typically spending on average, approximately £30k modernising
these properties with new kitchens, bathrooms, heating systems, rewiring, windows
and increased insulation.
Acquisition programme properties are then supported by the factoring service,
where possible, to enhance the neighbourhood management arrangement within
the properties.
13.20 SHA has completed 16 new build units at Portman Street, Kinning Park and these
have been leased by SHA to SFARS for MMR. In addition, the MMR portfolio
includes a further 8 pre 1919 tenement flats at Niddrie Road. In addition the Plan
assumes a further 37 MMR units through development at Gorbals St. and Admiral
Street.
13.21 Each MMR development, whether it is new build or off the shelf is subject to a full
financial viability test before seeking board approval. The individual flat purchases
are not subject to a financial viability test because of the 100% grant subsidy and
50% repairs subsidy. The Association protects its charitable status by ensuring that
the Association receives the full equivalent social housing rent for each unit. The
repairs service to the property is provided through the Association’s reactive
maintenance contracts. SFARS retains the balance from the higher MMR charge.
Social Letting
13.22 The Association will launch a new social letting service through SFARS in April
2017. Over the course of the plan this service is expected to generate only modest
income for the Association but complements the neighbourhood management role
of the Association.
Business Plan Priorities
13.23 SHA’s overriding priority is to work in partnership with SFARS to achieve our shared
objectives of:




improving property and neighbourhood management (in the case of factoring
services), and
improving the quality, affordability and choice of rented housing that is available
in our communities (in the case of MMR), and
making a positive contribution to raising standards in the private rented sector,
through the social letting service.

13.24 The scale of growth in each of these areas and the nature of the opportunities
available to us are described in the previous sections of this chapter. We will
continue to use the tried and tested model of SHA leasing properties to SFARS, to
safeguard SHA’s charitable status.
13.25 The Management Committee is aware that any programme of growth may bring
risks. In this regard, there is a sound framework for two-way communication
between SHA and SFARS, as well as formal controls in the form of SHA approving
the SFARS business plan and maintaining a strategic overview of SFARS’
performance.
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STRATEGIC RISK ASSESSMENT
14.1

The Strategic Risk Register (see Appendix 6) provides our assessment of the
major risks that may affect the Association’s overall strategy and priorities.

14.2

The Register includes scoring of each identified risk in terms of:



Its likelihood and potential impact,
Gross risk (the risk if no action is taken) and net risk (the risk after measures to
control the risk are applied).

Scoring is carried out using a scale of 1 (lowest risk) to 5 (highest risk), with the
scores multiplied to arrive at an overall risk score for both gross risk and net risk.
14.3 The full Register records risk scores for both gross risk and net risk, as follows:

14.4

Risk
Rating

Risk
Score

Risk appetite response

High

16 - 25

Unacceptable level of risk exposure which requires action to
be taken urgently.

Medium

10 - 15

Acceptable level of risk - one which requires action and
active monitoring to ensure risk exposure is reduced.

Low

1-9

Acceptable level of risk based on the operation of normal
controls. In some cases it may be acceptable for no
mitigating action to be taken e.g. net risk< 4.

The following table shows those risks which the Association has assessed as High
or Medium in the Strategic Risk Register, based on the net risk scores. The
numbering used in the table corresponds to the numbering of risks in the full
version of the Strategic Risk Register, with “L” referring to likelihood and “I” referring
to potential impact.
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Summary from SHA Strategic Risk Register
(Risks rated High or Medium, based on net risk scoring)
No.

Risk
description

Strategic Objective 1
To provide excellent services
1.1
Financial
Welfare Reforms have a
negative impact

Risk Mitigation Controls in place








Strategic Objective 2
To provide high quality homes
2.1
Financial
Contractors go into
liquidation
Cash flow - arrears






Strong Welfare Rights Team
Rent Team have dedicated Income
Maximisation Team
Tenancy Sustainment Officers
Glasgow Big Partnership for Welfare
Credit Union movement
Starter Packs to tenants to assist in sustaining
tenancy

4 3

12

Responsive repairs - multiple contractors.
Major repairs – one contractor.

3 4

12

Reserves monitored regularly, robust arrears
management system.

3 4

12

3 5

15

3 5

15

4 4

16

3 4

12

Strategic Objective 3
Complete regeneration of key neighbourhoods
3.1
Financial
 Grant approved in principle. In process of
Possible problems in
finalising.
obtaining grant funding
 Council and Lottery funding/grants pursued.
Strategic Objective 4
Increase the supply of new homes to meet housing need
4.1
Financial
 Reserves available
No funding/limits on
 Partnership funding
funding
 Higher rents on new build
 Private sales /mid market rents
4.2
Reputational
 Already delivered on part of the new build
Raised expectations
programme – demonstrating delivery
which cannot be met
4.4

External
Land conditions



Net Risk
Scoring
L I
Tot

Land analysis – testing & evaluation undertaken
for each development project

Strategic Objective 5
Build sustainable thriving communities
No risks currently have a
net risk score of medium
or high
Strategic Objective 6
To support all the Association’s activities with sound governance, high ethical standards and effective
financial, administrative and personnel systems
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No.

Risk
description

Risk Mitigation Controls in place

6.3

Operational
Staff do not keep
Management Committee
appropriately informed



External
Regulator loses
confidence which impacts
on Association’s ability to
get funding, grants etc.



6.4

Financial
Deterioration in
performance of SHAPS DB
Pension Scheme




Management Committee examination of all
decisions made
Staff undertake regular appraisals and training
and development as required

Operationally sound processes in place which
are appropriately monitored by Management
Committee
 Monitoring undertaken against ARC
Score of 8 should count as “Low” and therefore
deleted from this summary?
 Close monitoring by SHA, with advice and
support from specialist advisers (Chiene and
Tait)

Net Risk
Scoring
L I
Tot
3 5 15

2 4

8

3 5

15

5 3

15

2015 actuarial
valuation reported
improved results

However, SHA has
continued risk
exposure if
improvements are
not sustained and/or
there is deterioration
in financial stability of
other SHAPS
members
Financial
Increase in SHA deficit
contributions to SPF
Pension Fund, as age
profile of staff members
in SPF increases, and
triggering of debt
repayment when all staff
members have left the
scheme


14.5

14.6







As above for SHAPS (monitoring of risks and use
of specialist advice)
Increase in deficit fund contributions to manage
level of final debt
Provision made within business plan and cash
flows to account for prudent estimate of future
debt
Annual assessment of financial strategy, as part
of the Business Plan

The Management Committee is responsible for deciding risk appetite when setting
SHA’s overall strategy. The strategy described in this Business Plan is based on
continued growth and diversification, alongside a strong awareness of the need to
maintain the financial strength of the existing business and to maintain our core
purpose of providing affordable and high quality homes and services to SHA
customers.
The Strategic Risk Register is reviewed on an ongoing basis by the Senior
Management Team, which reports to the Management Committee on changes to
the Register in terms of identified risks and risk mitigation measures. In addition,
operational risk registers are maintained for major service and business
management areas, and the most significant risks will be discussed with the
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relevant sub committees as required.
14.7

SHA’s external and internal audit programmes provide external assurance on how
risks are being managed. For internal audit, the Audit Sub Committee will:




Decide the audit strategy and programme
Consider all reports
Report to the Management Committee.

14.8 The current internal audit programme runs to 2018 and will cover a range of financial,
strategic and operational areas:
Internal Audit Strategy/Plan Summary, 2016/17 to 2018/19
Business Area

201617

Risk management



201718

2018-19



Corporate governance



Health and safety governance


IT general control review



Business continuity planning
Key financial controls



Procurement



Project management









Repairs and maintenance
Grant administration



Welfare reform



Allocations



Recruitment and retention



Asset management strategy



Support services financial
sustainability
Business performance
management
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15.

FINANCIAL PLANS & FORECAST
Executive Summary

15.1

Reflecting the content of our Business Plan in financial terms provides an
overview of the robustness of the Plan, highlighting both the strengths and
challenges of the Association’s financial position in delivering against the
strategic objectives.

Key Influencing Factors
Strengths:
15.2

The financial plans reflect a strong balance sheet with healthy cash reserves. All
key financial ratios, such as gearing, interest cover and debt per unit, support
this buoyant state. Table 1.1 below shows a comparison of the Association’s
financial ratios with the Scottish Average (per the Scottish Housing Regulator
published statistics).
Financial
Measures
Interest Cover
Gearing
Gross
Surplus/Deficit
Net
Surplus/Deficit
Staff Costs
Debt per Unit
Table 1.1

SHA
Actual
2015/16
4314%
-34%
8%

National
Average
2015/16
292%
118%
19%

9%

11%

27%
£1,699

26%
£12,806

15.3

The Business Plan sets out the Association’s ambition to continue to expand
through continued development over the next seven years. The financial profile
supports this priority with the Association’s “debt per unit”, set out in the table,
significantly below the sector median. This points to a capacity to fund an
enhanced development programme from loan finance.

15.4

Given this low level of debt carried by the Association and the high quality of our
properties, we hold a solid asset base of unencumbered stock.

15.5

Growth and diversification of our activities has not only complemented our core
service provision but also enabled the Association to access other sources of
funding via different grant awarding bodies. The Association has a positive track
record in attracting funding for its initiatives and projects.

15.6

Plans for the continued growth of the subsidiary company, SFARS, particularly in
relation to mid-market rent and social lettings, provides the potential for an
income stream to support the strategic objectives of the Group.
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15.7

Increase in stock numbers through the Private Acquisition programme has
received 100% funding from Glasgow City Council (GCC).
Challenges:

15.8

Although the analysis of the Association’s financial profile shows strength in the
context of borrowing capacity, this should be balanced against a range of other
pressures.

15.9

With social rent levels that are relatively high in comparison to sector averages,
our capacity to increase rents sufficiently, to support development growth and
the investment in current stock, is constrained.

15.10 Funding the investment in EESSH and further housing quality standards relating
to energy efficiency will place calls on SHA’s financial resources for the
foreseeable future.
15.11 The impact of the UK government’s Welfare Reform programme brings a threat
to rental income levels in terms of Universal Credit, caps on Local Housing
Allowance, Housing Costs and general benefit level caps. Because of these
risks, the arrears level and bad debts have been increased in the financial
projections.
15.12 Controlling costs will be an important feature of “balancing” the Plan whilst
considering any possible impact on performance. Staff costs is an important
area to control in generating financial capacity in addition to ensuring efficiencies
across administrative and operational spend.
15.13 The long term funding of the Business Plan will require financial borrowing to
support the development growth. While we are in a strong borrowing position,
loan finance does come at a cost and impacts on the timescales to achieve a
return on our investments.
15.14 Returns on the Association’s cash reserves are very low given the interest rates
currently on offer.
15.15 Gross and net surpluses generated are modest in years 1-3.
15.16 The financial assumptions made in preparing the Plan are based on current
economic forecasts and information on external factors affecting the RSL sector.
Assumptions remain, however, subjective and more difficult to forecast over the
longer time horizon.

Baseline Business Plan Assumptions
15.17 In setting our financial projections and our business objectives, we have sought
to allow generous headroom in both income and expenditure assumptions to
ensure we can meet external challenges, achieve loan covenant compliance and
deliver the services to support tenants and communities.
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15.18 The key data inputs and assumptions that underpin the SHA business plan are
as follows:
 Year 1 represents the 2017/18 Annual Budget approved by the Management
Committee.
 The projections include the 30-year investment programme for the stock
based on detailed technical stock surveys.
 The forecasts reflect the plans and proposals for development growth.
 Inflation Year 1 (3%), Year 2 (4%), Year 3 (3%), Years 4-30 (2.5%).
15.19 The Office for National Statistics (ONS) now considers the Consumer Prices
Index including owner occupiers’ housing costs (CPIH) as the most
comprehensive measure of inflation. As such, they have expanded CPIH to
include a measure of the costs associated with owning, maintaining and living in
one’s own home, known as owner occupiers’ housing costs (OOH) along with
Council Tax.
15.20 While the CPIH does not currently have National Statistic status, the ONS is
working towards this assessment. The CPI continues to be a National Statistic
and is produced to international standards.
15.21 As of February 2017 both the CPI and CPIH were 2.3% (Jan 2017 - CPI 1.8%
and CPIH 1.9%). This is the highest each has been since September 2013.
15.22 The National Institute for Economic and Social Research’s quarterly forecast
(published 2nd November 2016) projected GDP growth of 2% per annum in 2016
and 1.4% in 2017 (Nb. They have since revised the 2017 forecast to 1.7%).The
report predicted Consumer price inflation would accelerate and peak at around
4% in the second half of 2017.
15.23 Assessing a reasonable and realistic inflation level to apply to the financial
forecasts can be challenging. The sensitivity analysis (page 95) shows the
impact of a change in inflation rates on the financial forecasts.
15.24 The current plan reflects an inflation rate 3%, 4%, 3% across years 1-3
respectively and is based on CPI.









Maintenance & Investment costs are assumed to increase at Inflation +0.5%
Rent increase has been applied in line with inflation +0.5%
Bad debts at 2%
Voids of 1.5%
Staffing costs increasing by 3% Bank Interest: years 1-6 (0.5%), years 6-30 (1%)
Discount rate of 3.5% has been applied in line with the Treasury Green book
Borrowing rate of 3.5%
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Fundability review
15.25 As a property business with a stock, in excess of 2k homes, to maintain and
develop over the long term requires a significant portfolio of borrowing. The
Association needs a robust business plan underpinned by a 30-year financial
model.
15.26 While we cannot expect to be precise over such a period, it is sensible to project
forward based on reasonable and prudent assumptions of likely trends and
expectations. The bottom line cash position provides an indication of the level of
comfort available to manage risk and changes in circumstances.
15.27 The financial plan has been reviewed to assess its viability and sustainability and
highlight the key factors and assumptions that may have a significant impact.
15.28 With a substantial development portfolio in the pipeline and a programme of
major repairs, there is a greater demand on cash resources over future years. In
order to provide a perspective of the impact on the Business Plan, the cash flow
statements in Appendices 2A, B and C have been prepared including and
excluding the uncommitted development income and expenditure.
15.29 There is no doubt that the development programme will require a level of
borrowing to ensure the sustainability of the Business Plan. An estimated
borrowing of £54m in 10 tranches over a period of 16 years and a repayment
period of 15 years has been built in to the plan. At an assumed rate of 3.5%, this
maintains a minimum cash balance of £5m across the thirty years.
15.30 The variances across the two plans provide a stark comparison of the impact of
continued development. At one end of the spectrum, there is the financial risk of
significant borrowing and at the other, the longer-term, benefits of the returns of
new build in supporting the overall asset base and future income generation.
15.31 Given the complexities involved and the magnitude of the potential borrowing
levels, we shall seek independent advice on the financing of our Business Plan
over the next few months.

Financial Position
15.32 The long term financial forecasts have been assessed under key criteria and
undergone risk and sensitivity analysis by way of scenario testing.
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Financial Viability

30 Year Cash Flow Projections
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Graph 1.1: Minimum and Maximum Cumulative Cash Balances
15. 33 Graph 2.1 shows the cash balance position across the three scenarios:
 Business Plan excluding non-committed development (max balance £25.4m
year 30, min balance £3.8m year 10).
 Business Plan including all non-committed development but without
borrowing. (max balance £49.4m year 30 min balance £-18m year 8).
 Business Plan including all non committed development and with borrowing
to fund developments. Max balance £41.4m, min balance £4.2m.
The Plan is clearly not viable without a level of borrowing if we wish to continue
to develop.
15.34 Borrowing levels have been set with a tolerance level of minimum cash balances
of £5m.
Rent Levels – Income levels sufficient to support business activities
15.35 While there have been valid reasons over the last few years to keep rent
increases down, it is important in order to sustain the plan that there is greater
consistency between the real increases in the key costs and the uplift in rents.
Rent restructuring has delivered greater fairness and transparency to our rent
levels. SHA rents are higher than the national average, however its worth noting
that these levels deliver a greater range of benefits to tenants including:
 a continuing programme of new housing
 a generous investment programme that will allow us to make major
improvements to tenants homes i.e. new heating systems etc
 high quality Concierge Services
 handyperson services etc
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15.36 The figures, as previously mentioned in the assumptions in section 15.24 above,
are based on a rent increase of CPI +0.5%. This is a realistic increase which
provides a degree of stability over the short to medium term.
15.37 Table 2.2 below shows the average unit costs taken over year 1, as an average
for years 1-5 and for years 1-30. This clearly illustrates the impact of rent
increases in line with costs (yr 1 and yrs 1-5) and those falling behind costs (yrs
1-30).
Average rent & cost/unit
YR 1
£
4,410

YRS 1-5
£
4,448

YRS 1-30
£
5,712

Average Staff cost per unit
Reactive Maintenance cost per
unit
Void Repairs per Unit
Major Repairs per Unit - Rev
Major Repairs per Unit - Cap
Major Repairs per Unit - Total
Cyclical costs per Unit
Service Costs
Overheads

1,805

1,687

1,999

339

371

446

222
432
1,120
1,553
311
214
632

222
265
1,128
1,394
292
187
610

293
396
1,400
1,796
408
223
731

Total Cost/Unit

5,745

5,316

6,317

Operating Surplus per Unit

289

638

1,434

Net Surplus / Unit
Table 2.2

350

447

1,277

Average Rent per unit

Debt Levels – Financing of loans, covenant compliance and future
borrowing
15.38 The Association currently benefits from carrying a relatively low level of debt. In
comparative terms, our Debt per Unit ratio is £1,699 against a National Average
of £12,806. An increase in borrowing levels to fund the development programme
will impact on this ratio along with other covenant parameters. These will be
monitored to ensure any additional borrowing does not lead to breach of our
covenants.
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15.39 Southside HA’s, main lender is Nationwide Building Society, this lending is
subject to the following two lending covenants (gearing and interest cover).The
business plan model monitors business plan outputs against the associated
covenants limits; and no breach of these occurs throughout the life of the plan.

Investment Levels
15.40 The projected costs of investing in the stock is based on the detailed technical
stock condition surveys.
15.41 In terms of total maintenance and investment, £132m (including VAT, fees and
inflation) is profiled through the model which equates to approx. £52K per unit.
This level of investment is higher than other medium sized RSLs, however given
that the Southside HA’s stock portfolio includes a significant proportion of multi
storey stock, it would be reasonable to assume that higher than benchmark
levels of investment would be included within the plan.
15.42 Over the longer term, the development of the Asset Management model to
inform strategic decisions around the continued investment in certain stock
types, such as the multi storey stock, will be an important source for financial
planning purposes.
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Risk & sensitivity analysis
Key Business Risk Factor
15.43 Section 2.1.1 above demonstrates that cumulative cash balances are evident over the life of the plan. However, given the
current economic climate, it is important to understand the key risks associated with the revised business plan and whether
the level of contingency currently built into the plan minimises the impact of risks should they materialise. A detailed risk
assessment of business plan outcomes is provided in the table 3.1 below. This analysis of risk scenarios has been
performed testing such variables as inflation, bad debts and reductions in public subsidy.
Table 3.1: Impact of Risk Scenarios on Key Financial Indicators

Baseline Plan Outcomes
1. Investment and maintenance inflation
increasing from CPI+1%
2. Bad debts increase from 2% to 4% from year
2
3. Housing Allocation Grant (HAG) subsidy
reduces by 10% from year 2
4. Rents retained at CPI throughout the 30 years
5. Interest rates increase to 5%

Plan remains
fundable

Min Cumulative
Cash flow
Position

Year 30 Cash
Balances

Covenant Breach

No

£-3.3m (yr 22)

£19.4

No

Yes

£1.1m

£31.2

No

No

£-527k (yr 9)

£35.4m

No

No

£-5.6m

£11.6m

Yes

Yes

£68k

£32.4m

Yes

The risk analysis demonstrates that the business plan generally has some capacity to withstand risk when these scenarios
are considered albeit with diminishing cash balances.
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Rent Affordability
15.44 A key priority for the Association is to maintain affordable rents and/or address rent
levels that are high in comparison to sector averages. The Association is
constrained by the historical legacy of high rents that it has inherited from Glasgow
Housing Association (GHA). However, this is accompanied by very high and
popular levels of service. Therefore, the Association is committed to addressing
rent affordability in the context of also seeking to preserve value for money and
providing first class service to tenants. The financial projections assume, at this
stage, rent increases in line with CPI +0.5%
Staff Costs
15.45 In assessing the Association’s performance, staff costs are another important
financial ratio to consider. The staff cost ratio is based on total staff costs, including
all employment costs, as a proportion of total turnover. While our ratio of 27% for
2015/16 published by the Scottish Housing Regulator (SHR) is higher than the
national average of 26% the basis for comparison with sector averages and peers is
often not clear. Furthermore, the Association’s staff costs are distorted by relatively
high levels of staff costs funded from external sources, including:

 Welfare Rights and Money Advice posts funded from Big Lottery Fund





Housing Support staff funded from GCC revenue funds – this funding is due
to cease in December 2017
Care and Repair staff costs that are funded through a variety of sources
including GCC, Health and Care Partnership Funding etc.
SFARS staff that are funded via separate income streams.
Community Support roles funded through the People and Communities
Fund.

15.46 SHA’s staff costs are also skewed by the nature of our housing stock (42% of SHA
homes are high rise properties) and the associated fixed site and mobile concierge
team. This cost has replaced estate management, ground maintenance and
cleaning contracts that were previously contracted out by the Association and will
appear in many Housing Association books as non-staff costs.
Conclusion
15.47 The 30-year financial projections provide evidence that the Business Plan
underpins a fundable organisation capable of executing core business activities.
However, the Plan does highlight the sensitivity around key risks and it is important
that the decisions around rent levels and the funding of future developments be
considered in conjunction with the impact of these risks.
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